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1I. Introduction
"Play" is one of those great and rare words that
does what it is. In this case, the word pretends, it
refuses to be pinned down, it delights in wearing
other's clothes and changing them without notice, it
leaps all over human experience from fishing to fun,
gambling to love, the sacred to the profane. It is
"Waiting for Godot" and Tom lawyer whitewashing a
fence. It is toying with someones's affections, moving
fast, manuevering, and then again, it is Fischer at
chess, du .Pres with cello or any little kid with his
half-eaten blanket. Whatever play is, it is elusive
and much.
LJome, in despair of direct advance, have approached
"play" backwards, by saying what it is not. It is not
seriousness, they say, or earnestness or work or pain
or reality.... And yet, these sneak attacks don't
really catch play in its essence either, for, though
it is never purely serious or earnest or painful, play
can include elements of these: a doll can be carefully
cared for, fed and bathed; war games can hurt.
More people than I expected have wondered and
theorized about the nature of play. G-ood reviews of
the psychological nistory and literature can be found in
J. Barnard Gilmore 1 s "Play: A Special Behavior" (1966) and
Jean riaget's Play
,
lireans and Imitation in Childhood (1951).
Susanna Millar's The Psychology of Play (1968) is simply
and completely just such a review. The field of play is
increasingly open to speculation. It is discussed in
Psychology Today and the narvara Lav/ School (Erikson,
1972). However, all this talk can be misleading when
focused on a topic so undefined as "play" : a reader can
be almost certain that each author, each theorist of
play, is talking about something largely different from
the last.
In this essay, I, too, am going to write about
play. I intend to concentrate on a very specific, "pure,"
kind of play: the make-believe symbolic play of children.
I will briefly present two well-elaborated, probably the
most widely accepted, psychological theories of the
development of children's play, those of Jean ±aaget and
Anna j^'reud. I will then give an illustration of a week's
worth of two sisters' play in order to better define
what I take to be the essential qualities of this pretend-
play. With the specific and necessary qualities of
symbolic play in hand, I will return to developmental
theory to ask what becomes of this "pure" play and why.
To my eyes, Piaget and A. r'reud have not adequately
explained the change, the development, from child's play,
particularly its symbolic form, to whatever it becomes
in an adult
.
Johann nuizinga (1950), the cultural-historian of
play, finas an element, a necessary element, of play
in all apects of human society, including philosophy,
war, religion, art and law,. And yet, he notes that
'
"child-play possesses the play-form in its veriest
essence, and most purely" (p. 17). We may not lose
play as we grow up, but, like us, it does change its
form and may appear to be unrelated to its earlier
shape. Huizinga gives much social, Historical and
anthropological evidence for the play-element in
adult, cultural life but he does not attempt a
psychological explanation of the change from the
child's pure play to the less pure, less clear
play of the adult. Jean Piaget does.
4II. Developmental theories of play: Piaget and A. Freud
In his Play
,
urearns and Imitation in Childhood (1951),
Jean Piaget presents play as a manifestation of thought,
an inevitable stage in cognitive development where the
child's thought is immature ana more heavily weighted
with assimilation than accommodation, where the ego
dominates reality. "Play," he says, "proceeds by relax-
ation of the effort at adaptation and by maintenance or
exercise of activities for the mere pleasure of mastering
them and acquiring thereby a feeling of virtuosity or
power" (p. 89) . Play is the opposite of imitation (where
the mind skews toward accommodation and reality shapes
the ego) and its complement. xJlay and imitation are the
poles of objective, adapted intelligence. Intelligent
adaptation is defined by Piaget as the balance between
these poles. "The essential condition for objectivity of
thought is that assimilation of reality to the system of
adapted notions shall be in permanent equilibrium with
accommodation of these seime notions to things and to the
thought of "others" (p.166) . Play is the benavioral
expression of cognitive imbalance; it is the manifestation
of "the function of assimilation extended beyond the
limits of adaptation" (p. 95). In other words, in Piaget '
s
theory play is an egocentric distortion of intelligence.
as cognition develops, so does play change, following
definite, if overlapping stages. Practice games* predom-
inate in the stage of sensory-motor intelligence; symbolic
games in the representational stage; and games with rules
in the stage of operational, reversible thought, (iames
of construction provide the link to adult work.
Play begins in infancy with the repetition of a
jjiece of behavior for the sneer "functional pleasure"
of it or for the pleasure of being the cause. There is
no goal orientation in practice play, no effort to
achieve something other tnan the motion itself, say the
repeated shake of a rattle or kick of a foot. "All that
the child is trying to do is to use freely his individual
powers, to reproduce his own actions for the pleasure of
seeing himself do them and showing them off to others,
in a word to express himself, to assimilate without being
hampered by the need to accommodate at the same time"
(p. 121).
Symbolic play follows practice play, increasing in
quantity from two years through four and then tapering
off. It serves, says Piaget, much the came active,
affective, defensive purpose noted by Sigmund Preud and
*Piaget uses "games" interchangeably with "play."
other psychoanalysts (see alder, 1933): it can express
a wish or it can repeat a traumatic situation in order
to master anxiety. "Generally speaking, symbolic play
helps in the resolution of conflicts and also in the
compensation of unsatisfied needs, the inversion of
roles (such as obedience and authority), the liberation
and extension of the self, etc." (Piaget and Inhelder,
1969, p. 60). i^or rlaget, make-believe content is the
padding, the cover determined by cognitive structure,
whereas he feels,
for j?'reud, there is symbolism because the content
of the symbols has been repressed. But the forma-
tion of the symbol is not due xo its content, but
to the very structure of the cnild 1 s thought., u'here-
ever there is symbolism, in dreams, in tne images
of the half-sleeping state or in children's play,
it is because thought, in its stages of low psycho-
logical tension or in its elementary stages, pre-
ceeds by egocentric assimilation, and not by logical
concepts (1951, p. 156).
Symbolic play is to representational intelligence what
practice play is to sensory-motor intelligence: a
"deviation in the direction of pure assimilation"
(1951, p.156).
as symbolic play decreases in importance and
occurrence, games with rules and constructive play
(exacter imitations: model building, etc.) increase,
particularly from seven tnrough eleven.* Crames with
*Note tne incredible parallel with sexual latency.
Piaget does not note it.
7rules should need no description. We are all familiar
with hopscotch, hearts, basketball and Monopoly. "Just
as the symbol replaces mere practice as soon as thought
makes its appearnace, so the rule replaces the symbol
and integrates practice as soon as certain social rela-
tionships are formed "(1951, p. 142;. dames with rules,
Piaget states, are the only form of play which does not
wither as the cnild becomes an adult. In fact, they may
thrive, dames with rules are the luetic activity of the
socialized being; they are still a distortion of intel-
ligence towards assimilation, and yet, being socialized,
being subject to collective discipline and the uemands
of social reciprocity, the individual ego is no longer
really dominating reality, assimilation is neither pure
nor so powerful as it has been, (iames with rules "mark
the decline of cnildren 1 s games and tne transition to
adult play, which ceases to be a vital function of the
mind when the individual is socialized" (19^1, p. 163).
A "vital function" is, simply, "a function immediately
necessary to life," and "mind," as Piaget uses it, is
usually interchangeable with "person," so adult play
is a vestige, a ghost of its former self, and maybe
only a memory. Adult play is to child ' s play as autumn
leaves are to a tree.
This fading away from play, away from assimilation
8and egocentrism, occurs then as symbolic play declines,
beginning when the child is between four and seven. It's
not so mucn that the symbols themselves are fewer or less
intense, but that they are more orderly, more exactly
imitative of reality, more collective and snared.
Symbols come to be replaced by signs. A sign is always
social and acknowledged by a group (e.g., language),
whereas a symbol is "merely egocentric thought in its
pure state," "merely subjective," "a deviation," and
"not adapted generalization, but distorting assimilation."
when riaget speaks of symbolic play as "merely"
something or a distortion of something else, he sounds
full of disdain for its incompleteness, its inadequacy
compared to the steady balance afforded by mature, intel-
ligent adaptation to real life. But then, on the other
hand, he does appreciate its expressive capacity and
creative potential:
From tne point of view of the signified, play
enables the child to relive iiis past experiences
and makes for tne satisfaction of tne ego rather
than for its subordination to reality. .From the
point of view of the signifier, symbolism pro-
vides the cnild with tne live, dynamic, individual
language indispensable for the expression of his
subjective feelings, for which collective language
alone is inadequate. Tne symbol-object, being a
real substitute for the signified, makes it
actually present in a way that the verbal sign
can never achieve (1951, p.167 )
.
Symbolic play is an extreme pole of thought, a distortion
of intelligence by the means of assimilating reality to
fit the ego; and yet, at the same time, "it has something
of tne creative imagination which will be the motor of
all future thought and even of reason" (1951, p. 162).* To
me, tnis is something of a curtsy before a queen, even a
make-believe queen, for it is a nod in passing and then
'
nothing more. Tne motor is paid lip service for its
power ana then tne hood is shut and tne driver drives on,
strangely oblivious to tne dynamics of his power.
Thougn he is ambivalent about tne status of symbolism,
it being somewnere oetween a distortion of intelligence
and the essence of creative imagination, riaget is clear
and emphatic in stating that symbolism in its play form
(certainly not its dream form or verbal form, i.e., free
association) ail but disappears as tne child grows up.
It begins to wane from four years on, and by eleven it
is virtually gone. .Vhy? riaget considers this an important
question and addresses it specif ically
:
Symbolic games decline after the age of four,
for reasons which it is important to discover,
since they also explain why those games are so
numerous earlier. In a general way it can be said
that the more tne cnild adapts himself to tne natural
and social world tne less he indulges in symbolic
distortions and transpositions, because instead of
assimilating tne external world to tne ego ne
*Piaget stops talking about play at the point where huizinga
begins. They wrote on play at about tne same time, but
neitner cites the other.
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progressively subordinates the ego to reality.
There are three essential reasons «for the diminu-
tion of ludic symbolism with age.
The first is inherent in the content of the
symbolism: in the cases in which this content
indicates a need for expansion of the ego, for
compensation, for liquidation or even a mere con-
tinuation of real life (dolls, etc.), the child
finds, as he grows older, more ana more opportunities
of satisfying these needs in his own life," if it is
normal, and recourse to symbolic make-believe assimi-
lation becomes unnecessary. His social circle expands,
and, more important, ne becomes the equal (or the
superior) of an increasing number of real persons.
In many cases where hitherto play was indispensable,
life itself then offers nim the means of compensation,
liquidation, etc.
The second reason is that as symbolic games
involving more than one cnaracter may give rise to
rules, so games of make-believe may become games
with rules.
finally, a tnird and more important reason
explains the diminution not only of symbolic play
but also of play in general. It is the extent^to
which the cnild attempts to adjust to reality
rather than to assimilate wnich determines how far
the distorting symbol is transformed into an imita-
tive image, ana now far imitation itself is incor-
porated into intelligent or effective adaptation.
We have seen that at first the cnild becomes more
and more exacting in his symbolism: from the age of
four to seven ne aims at exact reproauction and his
symbols tnerefore become more and more imitative,
for this very reason symbolic play incorporates
sensory-motor or intellectual practice play and
becomes to some extent constructional. In the tran-
sition from constructional games to work, all the
intermediate stages are again to be found, largely
owing to the fact tnat tnere' is a similar relation-
ship between the imaginative symbol ana aaapted
imitation, ana we nave nere the explanation of the
decline of both symbolic play and play in general
between the ages of eight and twelve.
It is only games with rules tnat are not subject
to this law of involution and tnat increase in number
bo tli absolutely and relatively, with age. They are
almost the only ones that persist at the adult stage.
Since these are socialized games, controlled by rules
the question arises whether tnere may not oe one and
the same explanation for both the decline of cnildren
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play in its specific forms of practice and symbolic
make-believe, and the development of games with
rules, in so far as they are essentially social. If
it is true that practice play results from the child's
pleasure in exercising nis newly acquired powers, and
that ludic symbolism is primarily assimilation of
reality to the ego and intensification of this same
pleasure through fictitious control of the whole
natural and social world, then the disappearance of
the earlier games in favour of adapted construction
on the one hand, and the evolution of games with rules
on the other, can be easily explained" (1951, pp. 145-
14b ) .
Piaget is not alone in considering these good and
sufficient reasons for the demise of play, specifically
symbolic play, most psychoanalytic theorists also see
it as an immaturity, a satisfying means of pleasure and
mastery, yes, but a primitive form which is to be moderated
or replaced by full-blown adult activities which presumably
supply the same or greater amounts of pleasure and mastery
and self-expression (see Lowenfeld, 1935). In talking of
play, Piaget criticizes the analysts for looking to content
and function. He feels, as do many, that play can be any-
thing and do anything, so he looks to its structure to
assay its form. And yet, in detailing the stages of play
and the child's inevitable growth away from it, Jean
Piaget and Anna Freud, for instance, sound remarkably
similar. I will give a short section from her normality
and Pathology in Childhood (1965) because it is a complete
analytic description of the "normal" course of play. This
section as called "Prom the Body to the Toy and from Play
to Work."
(1) Play begins with trie infant as an activity
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a teddy, which serves astne infant s first plaything, the transitional
object Umnicott, 1953) which is cathected both
with narcissistic and with object libido.
(3) Clinging to one specific transitional
object develops further into a more indiscriminateliking ior soft toys of various kinds which, as
symbolic objects, are cuddled and maltreated alter-
nately uati.ected with libido and aggression ). Thatthey are inanimate objects, and therefore ao not
retaliate, enables the toddler to express the full
range of nis ambivalence toward them.
(4) Cuddly toys fade out gradually, except atbedtime, when in their capacity as transitional
objects they continue to facilitate the child'spassing from active participation in the external
world to tne narcissistic withdrawal necessary for
sleep.
In daytime their place is taken increasingly
by play material which does not itself possess
object status but which serves ego activities and
the fantasies underlying them. Such activities eitherdirectly gratify a component instinct or are invested
with displaced and sublimated drive energies, their
chronological sequence being approximately the
following:
(a) 'toys offering opportunities for ego
activities such as filling-emptying,
operming-shutting, fitting in, messing,
etc., interest in them being displaced
from tne body opennings and their functions
(b) movable toys providing pleasure in
motility;
{c) building material offering equal oppor-
tunities for construction and destruction
(in correspondence with the amoivalent
trends of the anal-sadistic phase);
(d) toys serving the expression of mas-
culine and feminine trends and attituaes,
to be used
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(i) in solitary role play,
(ii) for display to une oedipai
object (serving phallic exhibitionism)
,
(iii) for staging tne various situations
of the oedipus conpiex in group play
( provided that sxage 3 on the develop-
mental line toward companionship has
been reacned )
.
Expression of masculinity can be taken over also
by the ego activities of gymnastics and acrobatics,
in which the child's entire body and its skillful
manipulation represent, display, and provide symbolic
enjoyment from phallic .activities and phallic mastery.
(5) Direct or displaced satisfaction from tne
play activity itself gives way increasingly to the
pleasure in tne finished product of the activity, a
pleasure which has been described in academic psychology
as pleasure in task completion, in problem solving, etc.
By some authors it is taken as the indispensable pre-
requisite for the child's successful performance in
school (Buhler, 1935).
Tne exact manner in which this pleasure in
achievement is linked with tne child ' s instinctual
life is still an open question in our theoretical
thinking, although various operative factors seem
unmistakable such as imitation and identification
in the early mother-child relationship, the influence
of tne ego ideal, the turning of passive into active
as a mechanism of defense and adaptation, and the
inner urge toward maturation, i.e., toward pro-
gressive development.
That pleasure in achievement, linked only
_
secondarily with object relations, is present in
very young children as a latent capacity is demon-
strated in a practical manner b : the successes of
tne Hontessori method. In this nursery school metnod
the play material is selected so as to aiiord tne _
child tne maximum increase in self-esteem and grati-
fication by means of task completion and independent
problem solving, and children can be observed to
respond positively to such opportunities almost
from the toddler stage onward.
where this source of gratification is not
tapped to tne same degree with the help oi external
arrangements, tne pleasure derived from achievement
in play remains more directly connected with praise
and approval given by tne object world, and satis-
faction from tne finished product takes urst place
at a later date only, probably as the result of
internalization of external sources oi self esteem.
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[6) Ability to play changes into ability to
work (What is attempted here is not a definition oi
work- -with all its social as well as psychologicalimplications, but merely a description of the
advances in ego development ana drive control
which seem to be the necessary forerunners of anyindividual's acquisition of the Capacity to work".)
when a number of additional faculties are acquired
such as the following:
(a) to control, inhibit, or modify the
impulses to use given materials aggres-
sively and destructively (not to throw,
to take apart, to mess, to hoard), and
to use them positively ana constructively
insteaa (to build, to plan, to learn, and
—
-in communal life to share);
(b) to carry out preconceived plans with
a minimum regard for the lack of immediate
pleasure yield, intervening frustrations,
etc., and the maximum regard for tne
pleasure in tne ultimate outcome;
(c) to achieve thereby not only tne tran-
sition from primitive instinctual to sub-
limated pleasure, together with a high
graae of neutralization of the energy
employed, but equally the transition
from the pleasure principle to the reality
principle, a development whicn is essential
for success in work during latency, adoles-
cence ana in maturity.
i-vnna Freud tnus uescrioes the child ' s developing
course of play much as does Piaget: from movement and
practice to symbolic substitution to group symbolism
to games with rules and construction and work, it is
a normal, inevitable and admirably healthy development
from child's play into adulthooa, they say. It is the
transition from the pleasure principle to the reality
principle, says Anna Freud. It is the progressive
subordination of the ego to reality, says liaget.
For both of these theorists, the period of
15
symbolic play, or the oedipal period, marks the peaking
of childhood play, the time of its greatest activity and
the beginning of its decline. Symbolic play is the best
paraaign of child's play, for, compared to later adulterated
varieties, it is the purest play, in order to illustrate
and define the essential, functional nature of symbolic
play, let me now give a sample of the play of two children
living, chronologically, in the symbolic "stage." I will
eventually return to question the adequacy of riaget's
(and a. Freud's) explanation of an individual's growth
away from play.
16
III. An illustration: the play of two children
The appendix contains my recording of a week's
worth of two sisters' play in its natural setting, at
home, in school, or at the neighbor's. I chose txiese
two girls, first, because I knew them to be imaginative
and because their ages were right: Sarah was five and
a half, Deborah two and a half. They were each a year
and a half to one side of the four-year-old peak in
symbolic play (as noted by riaget). In other words, I
expected a good sampling of make-believe. I chose
these children, second, because they and tneir parents
were friends. Sarah had attended my nursery school for
two years, and I had been a frequent visitor in their
home then and afterwards. The children and I were
familiars and comfortable with each other. Rapport
did not need to be established.
I got their parents' approval. I explained to
the girls that I was going to De watching them that
week and writing about their play as part of my school
work. I told them that 1 wouldn't be able to play with
them or even talk very much this visit. They could help
me most, I said, by ignoring me and letting me work.
This proved to be hard for all of us, me, Sarah,
and Deb: we were usea to being friends, and now, here
17
was I, same person, living, eating, sleeping in tneir house,
but not talking or playing, just sitting there in the corner,
writing, not even smiling much, as you can see from the
transcript, both the children and I found it difficult
to keep from reacting to each other. Often I felt that
I had to say or ao something to retain my own sense of
humanity if not their friendship. It was a strain for
me to be more of an observer than a participant, and it
was a strain for the children to be watched. When Deb
dances and sings on a ounday morning and says over her
shoulder, sharply, "Don't look at me Lillian!" she is
being more honest than coy, I think: it is hard to be
in the same room with a person who does nothing but
watch, just watch, always watch what you are doing.
Deb's bumping me with her trike was at least an effec-
tive way, of getting me to say something 1 don't think
she would have done it if I had been behaving more nor-
mally. Sarah is less direct in her feelings about my
presence, but then sue is less direct period, (her anger
or resentment issues orders, "aorit sit like me!" or
"don't pester me!" a simple straight feeling, say
Deb's "I don't like you," is countered with a cool
imperative: "don't say that.") ;.nd, besides, she has
had two years experience of me, as teacher, watching
her. Liarah talks to me, asks me questions, is aware of
my presence to the point of watching after me (e.g.,
18
telling Deb not to turn out the light because then Lillian
can't write) but she does not show resentment at my watching.
My interfering (i.e., with the ride hone from school), yes.
My watching, no. It is difficult for me to assess the
effect of iay watching presence on the shape of Sarah's
and ueb's play. I don't think they were inhibited because
of me. If anything, they "performed" more than they would
have alone. Perhaps barah was a bit shyer in school with
me hovering about, her teacher says, no, sne was playing
as usual, if not more.
This week was one of stress and relief for the whole
family. The mother had been hospitalized two days before
I arrived. Abdominal pains led her doctor to think it
was appendicitis, but nothing was found. She returned
home, uncertainly "better" two days after I had begun
taking notes. She nad never been bays away from the
children before, certainly not to be in the hospital.
The girls could not and did not visit their mother in
her hospital room. Their father went nightly and Drought
back small presents, puzzles, etc. which delighted them
and which they came to expect. These girls are very close
to their mother, but if they were worried about her absence
or return, they did not show it. The makings of play in
the form of a repetition compulsion (S.Freud, 1920), the
repeating in play of a trauma, bit by bit, in order to
master anxiety, are certainly here, but the girls ao not
19
use them. They play no "hospital" and very little "mother."
Again, it is hard for me to assess the effect of this
added strain on the shape of their play. Joan, their
mother, says that Jeb likes " bleeding" because sue likes
bandaids: it is not a pretense that is new or more fre-
quent with moan's hospitalisation. Sarah's tears at
school nay be a sign of strain, but she has always cone
easily to them. An attempt to see worry behind her day-
dreaming would only be a wild and fruitless guess.
with the complications afforded by me ana mother,
the setting may not nave been natural or normal, but
Sarah and Jeb still managed to play a guod deal. I
didn't nave much of a specific technique in my obser-
vations, though I must nave haa riaget's anecdotal
style at the back of my mind. All I wanted was a
sampling of children's symbolic play, so, I followed
barah and Jeb about, with pencil and paper trying to
record their play behavior. I wrote down only those
strings of behavior which seemed distinctly, even
intentionally or by announcement, "play" (i.e., when
their time was free and open with no commitments but
to friends or play itself). I wrote down Sarah's school
behavior as an exception (By and large, I do not consider
it "play.") uecause it was so unexpected, so contrary to
what the other children were doing, and so damn interesting.
I did not record Sarah's and Jeb's mealtime behavior, tneir
20
bath behavior, their conversations with their parents,
their singing, their dancing, their drawing and painting
and reading, etc., all of which contained bits and pieces
of play, mostly because this was work for rae, not play.
I could not always be writing, nor could I always write
fast enough to keep up with their play; so i recorded
only the most clear-cut. Even so, I got only a third,
at most, of Sarah's ana Deb's obvious play during this
week. The children wore often separate; I could only
follow one of them at a time. They sometimes played
very physical and moving games which I simply couldn't
track closely enough to record-. They playea in the
mornings before 1 awoke and they played at naptime or
nignttime when tney were supposed to be asleep. Tneir
everyday lives were and are suffused with play. Their
play, though often abrupt in its switches of form or
content, is more fluid and continuous than 1 am capable
of making it look.
The appendix (which, if you haven't already read,
I suggest you read now, for 1 will continue to refer to
it) contains a collection of play incidents generated by
two little girls. The breaks, the stops and starts, are
more my own, as recorder, than theirs as players. Anything
in quotes is a direct and exact quote.
21
What can be said about child's play on the basis
of this extenaea example? certainly it is broad. Even
though adult force of musical performance and love play
and playoffs and play-outs and plays on words have not
been included, tnere remains an almost open range of
puzzles ana cards and dollnouses and cut-outs and non-
sense songs and giddy dances and "bleeding" and babies
and shoes that are fish and chases and sandbox play
and swinging and trips into space and dolls that hate
and snarks in the water and "little red wagons" and
daddies that are granmas that are unknown ladies and
red yarn that is a yellow onion that is breakfast.
It is too much to talk about here, so I will exclude
all simple, physical play (e.g., swinging, dancing)
and those games witn rules and of construction, such
as tinker toys and slapjack. What is left and what I
wish to talk about, is that child's play which centers
on symbolism, pretense, or make-believe.
Perhaps "pretend-play" is the better, more specific
term, for it implies a conscious, even willful substitution
of something or nothing for something else. When
Sarah asks ueb, "want me to give you a real live baby?"
and then hands her a bearie , saying, "here, you can play
with this, he's mine, he's real," this is pretend play,
when there are sharks and bad alligators in the water
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though nothing can be seen but the usual mess on a child's
bare bedroom floor, this is pretend play. It is also
symbolic play, of course. But it is observably symbolic:
the substitution (of bear for baby, floor for water, thin
air for shark) is made by the children and is obvious to
anyone who might be looking or listening. When I use the
the term "symbolic play," I refer to that kind of play
in wnich meaning is manifest and controlled by the child.
If I were to use it as a base for interpretation or
inference, then I would find symbolic play everywhere,
in Deb's thumb sucking or Sarah's sticking bearie under
her skirt, a thumb may very well be a substitute for a
breast, or a bearie again for a baby, but I (as observer)
am -not told that and, more important, the children them-
selves may not be thinking, imagining or knowing any
such substitution. I do not wish to avoid the meaning
of symbols used in play, but I do wish to confine my
talk of play to that involving primary symbolism, a
pretense or make-believe which is both knowing and known.*
Remaps I am making too much of this distinction between
primary and secondary symbolism, between metaphor and
cryptophor. It does seem that popular usage of "symbolism"
is Freudian or Jungian, the symbol being an expression
of unconscious feeling shaped by censorship. In this
view , the subject , the symbolizer himself , cannot fully
know the meaning of his symbol until it is interpreted
to him. The symbol is seen as a lid on latent content:
it is opaque, but through it one can begin to construe
deeper, more significant meaning. This is precisely the
meaning I do wish to avoid. I am inclined to agree with
Piaget when he suggests a reversal of psychoanalytic
terms: "censorship" would become the expression of the
unconscious, uncomprehended character of the "symbol" and
the symbol itself would be an attempt at comprehension
(1951, p. 191).
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Symbolic play, even narrowed down on this point of
intention, remains broad. It takes something, almost
anything (say a boy doll), represents it as something
else (a suck-bottle), and then makes use of it, playing
around it. The prop or toy which becomes represented and
used is called a "pivot" by Vygotsky (see Bruner, 1972).
It is between the real and the imagined and it is used
in a way that transcends utility. Normal utility, that
is: new use is now made of it. When trie doll symbolizes
a bottle it can be sucned on in a way that would not nave
been easy for a wide-awake child had it remained (for Jeb
and her audience) simply a doll, ,/hen the trike is a
train, the symbolism somehow allows and justifies its
running into people. ..hen the shoe is a fish, it can
poke people in the face. i/hen dirt is flour, then pies
can be made.
The play behavior, the use of the symbol, the
make-believe must be observable, but the pivot need
not: it can be imaginary, as long as it exists through
its label. Deb can announce a stomach ache and take it
to bed, even though the rest of us can see no sign of
it. Similarly, Sarah can oecome a clown with with no
props but her own foolish antics. If Sarah says nothing
about what sue is doing,
but she goes ahead and falls, ungracefully , to the
floor. "Who pushed me in tne water?" Ho answer,
though we are all looking at her. "isn't that a
funny one?" «o laughs. Sarah gets on a chair, jumpinto the iloor which is water, and, swims, gigglinglorcedly, hysterically. She tries to pull JebSrahm but ge^s only resistance and a no.
we would be hard put to consider her beiiavior anything
but bizarre, now ever, she does present it as a "clown
act," and so we recognize it as an instance of symbolic
play, play at being a clown. It is also play-acting,
definitely play to and for an audience. It is, however,
a failed attempt at play with the audience, Sarah is
the only one playing here. Deb and Jason do not join
in.
.
They only watch and resist and ultimately negate
Sarah's play, for she cannot play without them. All
pretend play has a necessary component of play-acting.
All players need an audience, and children especially
need a responsive audience, an audience which will also
join in the play.
Symbolic play cannot exist (perhaps "persist" is
the better word) unless it is accepted and, to some
degree, confirmed by its audience. Which is to say
that symbolic play is essentially group play. Let me
illustrate with two of Deb's ''bleedings. 11 In the first
she leans over too far and falls on her head. There is
a loud bump but tnere is no blood.
She pouts, looks around at me, pouts more: "It
hurt. I'm bleeding." Sne aoes not appear to be
bleeding. Tears begin.
He: "what shall we do?"
2b
Deb: "Bandaid." She fetches one. I stick it on her
cheek. Repeatedly, for the next fifteen minutes,it still hurts."
• Me: "Is it still bleeding"
D: "Yes."
Sarah: "One thing I know for sure is it's notbleeding." She says this in a slow monotone, a
sharp contrast to her earlier gushing. Each wordis emphasised.
D, immediately: "It doesn't hurt anymore."
Me: "Is it oleeding anymore?"
D: "No. The biooa is all here." She touches thebanaaid ana pulls it off.
he: "What uoes it look like?"
u: "1 aon't know." bhe tnrows the thing in the
wastebasket
. . .and returns to the card game.
In the second example, the "bleeding" is stretched out
through a morning playing over at Winger's. £he day
almost begins with ueb showing me her bumped leg.
jeb: "It's bleeding." She points to her shin
which is not bleeding, i touch the spot with a
wet finger and the "bleeding" stops/. ».
but not for long. After some minutes of trike riding
and listening to G-inger,
Deb again speaks of her leg bleeding, bhe cnecks
it. one rides her trike, arouna and around the
driveway, bhe comes to me and says, very seriously,
"My leg broken." bhe affirms with a noa of her nead.
bhe cnecks the leg again, bhe sits down beside me:
"I tired."
After a good long time riding trikes, being pushed, and
then whining at Ginger for more of the same, Deb begins
to play house, but then bumps herself again:
Jeb: "Ouch. I going to sit down. Dat's a bump." bhe
goes back to the trike. "Ouch." bhe comes to sit with
me. I don't say anything. "Yeah, right here a
scratch." (There is no scratch.)
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tiinger: "A poo-poo."
They giggle.
ueb: "yeah, a poo-poo."
Deb goes back to her trike after this. Eventually, after
some time playing, she falls off: it is noted with a
simple "I hurt."
In both of these examples, ueb is, to some extent,
"bleeding" for an audience, first me and Sarah, then me
and GLnga Both times, I respond to her symbol by accepting
the pretense as real: I give her a bandaid, a wet touch
and some mute sympathy. Both times, feeling I have let
myself be drawn too far into her play (I am supposed to
be observing, not responding, I think to myself), I back
off into impassivity, wnen barah tells her audience (me
and Deb) the truth, that Deb is, for sure, not bleeding,
she is also telling Deb that she will not accept her
symbol nor will sne play (along) with her. Deb accepts
this rejection and drops her pretence. 'My machinations
do not draw her back into blood-talk. Much the same
happens in trie second example . i a.ccept her symbolism
by responding to ner "bleeding" as if it were there,
and in that response I begin to play with her. Tnen I
stop responding, to the blood-talk and to her. Her pre-
tense staggers from broken leg to scratch, at which
point G-inger, a wholly unresponsive audience up to how,
relabels Deb's symbolic wound a "poo-poo." Deb laughs
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along and agrees to this switch. In doing so, she for-
feits her symbol for Ginger's, which, in this case, leads
to no further symbolic play. The roarer alone cannot sus-
tain his make-believe play*: he must have a community of
belief, however small. Symbolic play is an attempt to
convince and convert others to one's own view of things.
That is not to say, however, that children playing
are bogged in propaganda. On the contrary, play is free-
wheeling, spontaneous and voluntary. It can be stopped
or rechanneled by any participant at any time. For
instance, Deb agrees to play choo-choo train, accedes
happily to Sarah's switch to "little red wagon," tries
to pull Sarah, fails, is pulled by Sarah, refuses to
give Sarah another chance, insists that she be pulled
until Sarah succumbs and does pull her, and is, again,
the "little red wagon" until sue loses her pants, riven
at her most passive, L>eb is actively there. She is
playing even wnen sue is played-upon. If sue does not
want to play Sarah's game (e.g., wearing a aoll's dress
over the head) she can say no and play her own (e.g.,
stomach ache), v/hen Sarah, in this same game, trespasses
on ueb ' s territory, Jeb can quite effectively evict her
sister by yelling. If either of them aoes not want to
play, she can not-play. Freedom of choice is essential
*he cannot sustain it, that is, as pure play. He can
sustain it if he pushes or lets it drift towards fantasy,
obsession or rna.ci.ness.
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to play.
It is easy and common to see play as simple, ennacted
wish-fulfillment, as outcropping of Funktionslust
, as the
manifestation of pleasure, and yet it is more
. than just
fun. rfnen Ueb 'bleeds," her tears are real. There can be
no doubt that she is really hurting, if not bleeding, and
that her pretend play is in some sense easing her hurt.
In this sense the pleasure of play can incorporate pain
or anxiety in oraer to master or work it through. This
is the sense, then, that prompted Sigmund Freud to see
play as an extension of a repetition compulsion.
When Ueb says, "My bearie's toes hurts. It's bleeding.
I kiss it," and then snuggles her animal, she removes
herself from her own symbolic pain by giving it to (sharing
it with} another, a thing at that, and then caring for it
i
at the same time. It is a masterful bit of play in that
Deb actively, distances herself from hurt by turning it
into a symbol, giving it to another symbol, and then
kissing it away.
Though play need not be just fun, it must be more
than the preoccupation with fear, r'or play to continue,
there must be a measure of satisfaction an ultimate,
absolute measure and there must be safety. If ueb
gets too hungry, then the red yarn, the yellow' onion, the
whole pretense is no longer satisfying and she needs a
real breakfast. If Sarah feels she is being choked by
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oteven when he tries to pull her into play at school,
then this hurts, it intrudes and she cannot play in
the on-going game.* riay ends when there is too much
hunger, too much instinctual need, or too much- anxiety.
Pretense can satisfy only so long.
Symbolic play has no serious expectation of conse-
quences off its playfieid. ,,;hen it does nave unexpected
effect, when flying bearies hit doll nouses and evoke
scoldings, then the play must end. Play appears to be
at home only on its own agreed-upon grounds. It has
its own separate existence in time and sp-ce, and it
has its own course and meaning (see w'innicott
,
1971,
p. 41). Play creates a world of its own; rather, the
player creates his own play-world and takes it quite
seriously while at the same time recognizing that it
is a made-world, a world of make-believe in which the
symbols can always be traced back, through pivot or
label, to the real world. In order to play, the child
must both pretend and believe, he must superimpose
pretense and belief to create something of another colo
entirely; yet, lie must always be able to retreive those
primary elements, iiuizinga compares play to religion,
for the worshipper is both sorcerer and sorcerized,
knower and dupe, a believer in his own pretense.
Piaget mentions, almost offhandedly, that belief
is the natural state of children, that doubt is grown
*If Sarah's choking is only a pretense ci ner own, an
attempt at symbolic play, then it is a failed beginning
for she gets no response and the tiling is dropped.
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into. So, symbolic play is somewhere between the
acceptance of truth because there is no possibility of
untruth and the acceptance of worldly ambivalence* with
its constant awareness of the possibility of being wrong
From an adult's perspective, the child's play allows
him to live in tne near blissful state of choice without
a sense of loss. The playing child has a foot in both
belief and aoubt. he can stand on either foot at any
time and yet not lose sight of the ground beneath the
other, ueb, for instance, can believe in ner hurt,
believe in her "bleeding," believe that a bandaid or
a kiss will make it better, and yet know, as if from
years of experience, that "it stops hurting when it
stops hurting."
what are the essential qualities of play, this
kind of cnild's pretend play which I have seen and
described with the help of Sarah and Jeb? It must be
fluid and broad. It must be able to make something
from nothing or very little. However, its symbolic
something must be labelled or seen so that it can be
accepted or rejected, cnanged or used by a group of
players. It must be chosen and, on the whole, pleasing.
It must afford each child nis own make-believe world,
a world to be lived in or left at will.
*Lnown as "hypothesis" in its logical form
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These qualities of play are its defining limits.
They are both the conditions and the capacities of sym-
bolic play, what it must be and can be. Without anv
one of these qualities, symbolic play will not exist.
If play has begun, but one of these aspects proves
lacking, then what was
'
play becomes something else.
If the play is not labile, it tends toward obsession.
If the symbolism is not observable or labelled, then
the child is daydreaming or behaving strangely. If the
play is not actively chosen, then it is conformism,
another, less playful, form of pretense. If the child
lives in his make-believe world, but can no longer leave
it at will, then that is madness. It is not important,
for the sake of my argument, to say wnat specifically
becomes of play snoula it be lacking in one of these
essentials. The point is that, whatever becomes of it,
it is no longer symbolic play, pure and simple.
On the other hand, should the essentials all be
there together, then symbolic play can flourish. It
seems almost superfluous after Jeb and Sarah's example
to say what fine and satisfying stuff play can be. It
can be good fun at least and grand metaphor at best.
I would like to turn now, with these essentials
in mind, back to Piaget (and Anna Freud, insofar as
her play-theory parallels his), what I have defined
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as symbolic play may not be congruent with Piaget's
usage, but our examples are parallel. If anything, I
have staked out a field of symbolic play that is nar-
rower in scope than Piaget's and completely contained
within it; therefore whatever he says of ail symbolic
play, in general, can also be said of the play I have
just described.
The question is, what becomes of this "pure"
child's play as the child grows up? And why?
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IV. On the end of play: a critic ism of Piaget
Both Jean Piaget and Anna Freud see the developing
child as growing up and away from play.. Symbolic play
is inherently child's play: when the child is no longer
a child, he, by and large, no longer plays symbolically.
Symbolism is left, of course, but it is found in art
or free-association, word-play or daydreams, mre
symbolic play disappears or fades into something else.
I don't 'intend to argue this point or even spend much
time on it. I basically agree. If we can agree that
it is a rare adult who plays in the manner and to the
extent that ibarah and Deb do, then I can continue my
argument. Adult play, if there is such a thing at all,
is different in both quality and quantity from child's
play, particularly symbolic child's play. It is a safe
bet that a week's sampling of Sarah's and jjeb's play
ten years from now would reveal much less symbolic play.*
I do not. mean to say that it would reveal less symbolism
or even less play, only that it would likely reveal a
symbolic play form, as I nave defined it, much cnanged
*Erik Erikson (1972) reports that he has foilowed-up
the players in his early (1943, 1931) Berkeley play
formation and play disruption studies, no has managed
to get the same sort of data (I can't be more specific,
for he doesn't report it.) on the same pre-aaoiescents
thirty years later! Even more remarkable, he finds an
overall symbolic consistency uetween the person's ten-
year-old and forty-year-old play constructions.
rihis
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from its earlier shape and faded from its color.
I do not wish to worry the question, what becomes
of play as trie child grows up?, any further than to note
that on the whole it changes. to something less purely,
less clearly (or overtly) symbolic. Johann huizinga's
Homo hud ens: A atuay of the Play-Clement in Culture
(1950) is a brilliant survey of where play can be
found, and where it is necessary, in adult life.
I wish to focus now on the why of the change from
child's play to adult play. Piaget nas a dynamic answer
to this question. Play disappears, he says, because
"the more the child adapts himself to the natural and
social world the less he indulges in symbolic distortions
and transpositions, because instead of assimilating the
external world to the ego he progressively subordinates
the ego to reality." Symbolic play decreases with age
for three essential reasons, he says: (1) life affords,
or begins to afford, more satisfaction than make-believe;
{2) group symbolism tends toward rules, and thus games
with rules begin to replace symbolism; and (3) play is
increasingly tempered with imitation, assimilation of
reality to the ego is increasingly balanced by accommoda-
tion of the ego to reality, and thus the distortion
finding may seem to contradict my point (and ^iaget's)
about tne developmental change in play; but i think not,
for .jrikson is using and viewing play as something like
a TAT : it is a structured, rather than natural, situation,
the player is playing on demand , and his play is seen to
reveal parts of his character of which he may be unconsciou
I have no quarrel this usage, but it is not tne "symbolic
play" that 1 nave uefined ana. illustrated.
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that is symbolic play becomes the equilibrium of intelli-
gent adaptation.
There are times and places when Placet's theory
may indeed both describe and explain the turn away from
play towards something else, work, reality, creativity,
whatever. There can be little doubt, for instance, that
a real bowl of cereal is more satisfying than a piece of
red yarn when a child is hungry. It is easy to understand
in this case way the extended piece of symbolic play on
a mattress pad is finished and left behind: ueb chooses
real breakfast over make-believe onions.
However, there are other times when i-daget ' s theory
does not adequately explain the decrease in play. Sarah's
behavior at school, her inability or refusal to play in
what i s defined by the others as a free-play situation,
is neither play nor intelligent, adapted behavior. In
terms of play, her school behavior seems strikingly dif-
ferent from her behavior at home. Symbolic play all but
disappears when she is at school.* xvules ao carry over.
She likes order, and she likes to order, both at home and
school. At home her imperatives come thick and fast, for
instance on Sunday morning, her conversation with Jeb
includes this variety:
*tiranted, I have only a small sample here, and this was
a time of stress with her motner in the hospital, and
anxiety, too much of it, can disrupt play. But, both her
mother and her teacher tell me that her school behavior,
as I nave illustrated it, is more typical than not.
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You leave me alone.
Don't sit like cie
!
No looking. No looking in the bag. Take one color
out.... Put it back.
Deborah! no looking!
Don't bring them (tinker toys) in here. Look at abook.
Don't pester Lie, Deb!
Don't say that.
You can only aance without jumping.
Not dolly. Baby.
.
Don't say that. Just go along with it.
Go to sleep baby. You're having an operation
Dabies don't kick. Dabies just stay still.
Nov/ lie down and go to sleep.
Hey! Don't go in the water.
OK, go back to bed... .Keep your feet out of the water....
hove your feet, honey.
Don't put your hands on the yellow stuff.
honey, don't do that with trie bottle. .. .Hey, don't
honey.
... (then, only part order: Hey, honey,
pretend you stop, OK? You didn't cry anymore,
OK?).... You nave to cry and then you aon't ao
it anymore. .
.
.
Pont cry!
honey, wake up.
Now let Horamy clean up your room. Dow get in your
ro om
.
No, stay there for a year!
honey, you come out now!
Don't answer that,
here. Pretend this is yellow.
Contrast the home orders to those of the first morning
at school, a period three times as long:
please pass the glue.
You're choking me! (with its implicit "don't!")
Hey! Only four allowed, (in other words, "get out.")
ney! Not allowed,
hey, put me down!
No room!
G-et out, horsie!
Hey, that's mine! I don't want it wet. (i.e., "don't
put my bear in your mouth.")
Not only does her play diminish at school, so does her
talk. This string of rules makes up about one-third of
all her talk at school this day, probably a higher pro-
portion than at home. Yet, one could not say that these
rules are part of a game. On the contrary, tney stop play,
they deny play. Her rules at school are negative and
excluding. They tell the other children to go away, to
keep out, or to stop what they are doing; they give no
clue of how to continue or even begin playing with
Sarah.
Sarah uses rules differently at home. Sue gives
some orders which exclude ("You leave me alone." "Don't
pester me, Deb !
" ) , but most of them serve to maintain
contact with Deb and to shape the play between them,
whether it is the symbolic play on the mattress pad
or 'the board game with rules for ueb-only. Sarah's
orders suggest symbols: "pretend this is yellow." And
they use symbols. Sometimes they even tell Deb to
ignore Sarah and stick to the play: "Don't answer that.
It was a dumb question." Sarah's home rules are, by
and large, arbitrary, created and enforced for her own
whim or reason. Like her symbols, tney are recognized
as part of her verbal outpouring, to be accepted, denied
or ignored. Like her symbols, her rules are part of her
style of interplay.
At home, with sister and with friends, Sarah plays
lavishly, using symbols and rules. At school she plays
barely, if at all. She does not play, sue says, because
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she uoes not know what to do. where at hone she creates
her own rules (and even cheats on then), he is she seens
to need to be given a "right" rule, a law to enforce.
Given such a rule, say the vague school regulation that
only four at a time are allowed on the porch* sue grabs
on and brandishes it for an entire morning: "hey! Mot
allowed." Here sne is slow, literal, carefully right in
whatever she says. i*Jven when she aoes play at school,
she sticks close to the rules of the game as given, jf'or
instance, when it is finally morning and breakfast tine
after a night of the "horse" breaking out of his stall,
iiarah is the one to notice and comment on the inconsis-
tency of the four plates set: there may oe four children
playing, but one of them is supposed to be a horse, and
horses don't eat at the table.** In being so exacting,
Sarah cannot be denied, contradicted or ignored when she
does speak up, but she certainly can be left alone. In
school Sarah seems isolated and isolating, her behavior
seems constricted and unsatisfying compared to the lushhess
of her play at home.
Sarah' s symbolic play just about disappears when
she is in school. It does not go because games with rules
take its place. It does not go because her own life is
*A rule which was readily ignored by all, including teacher.
**This is qualitatively different, I think,, from the likes
of "babies don't kick," which was a symbolic and yet direct
response to a kick from ucb. "horses ... "is a comment on
disparity, but it does nothing, "rabies... "is an attempt
to control a possible hurt while still continuing the game.
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more satisfying than make-believe
. Mor does it go
because she is adapting to the natural ana social world,
because her ego is submitting to reality; for here, at
school, the social reality is one of children playing
With symbols (playing police, playing sick, playing
doctor, playing horse, playing house, etc.). Sarah is
losing her ability to play, or she may be putting it
down, in favor of a sudden and severe need to know, to
be certain of what is right. But in losing play, while
losing play, she also loses a grip on reality: she no
longer takes an active part in defining tne situation,
rather she accepts what the others nave made, fencing
around it, setting it in order, trying it out so care-
fully, her attention to rules may give a serious, grown-
up cast to ner behavior, but what remains of her play
is passive and babyish:
Rhonda, a boisterous girl, snouts, "Hey, Sarah, let's go
play." She holds Sarah's nana, then picks ner up off the
grouna by grabbing ner arouna tne middle. Sarah squirms,
"hey, put me down!" Sarah lies on tne floor then ana gets
dragged by her feet. She laughs. Rhonda is playing a
delinquent baby. or a kind of feebie-mindea juvenile,
irencils serve as sterilized bottles. There is talk of
Sous in Sarah. Sarah goes to get another pencil-bottle.
She comes back with nothing, one sucks tne wooden egg on
the end of -one of Rhonda's pencils. She gets on top of
the table where tne other babies are wiggling and talking
baby talk, ohe aoes not stana or jump or take chances the
way tney are doing, ohe sees a girl coming through the
porcn door and makes ner leave: "Ho room!"
having got off tne table, Sarah now minces, "Let me get
on this table." no one objects, ohe gets on, tnen follows
another off immediately. She comes back and lies fiat on
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the table, alone, she watches the others, quietly, iron
the vantage of the table. They come back ana repeatedlyjump irom the table. Sarah finally jumps, but only after
the others nave aone it many times ana nave left to do
something else.
If she is tempering her ego, her play, with imitation,
then she is doing it so slowly and precisely as to fall
behind the speedy play of the others and thus lose touch
with the group reality. In losing (or giving up) her
apparent ability to play, Sarah does not seem to gain
either personal satisfaction* or group acceptance. Her
ego is submitting to something, but it is not the apparent
reality, ho one of Piaget's reasons, nor any of then
together, can adequately explain the observed ana dramatic
decrease in Sarah's symbolic play.
The goal of Piaget's theoretical and intelligent
man is to accept and adapt to reality. It is an inevitable,
almost innate goal: a progression through stages which are
at first heavily weighted with egocentric assimilation or
play and then with increasing doses of others in games
with rules and of construction (a kind of imitative work)
until aaaptation to the natural and social world is
achieved, until the ego is subordinated to reality. But
Piaget leaves his "reality" undefined, godlike, for some-
thing with such power over all of us. He explains
*bhe seems most clearly unsatisfied when she looks
througn an open window onto another group of children
and sighs, "I guess they must be having fun."
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"assimilation," "accommodation" and "adaptation," but
leaves "reality" to explain itself, as if it were
blatantly obvious, solid ana the same, always and to
all of us. He intimates a reality that is quite pnysi-
cally there, something outside, touchable, seen and
agreed upon by all who are intelligent and grown-up.
4go and reality are opposed. In growing away from play
and towards intelligence ,. the ego must bow before reality,
submit and imitate it. Reality is given and the ego must
take it.
Reality, however, is not always or necessarily so
clearly given. Let me use an extended illustration again,
this time of the linking between play and reality as
described in Luigi Pirandello's play, henry IV. Briefly,
the play involves an Italian nobleman of our time, a
man who twenty-six years back had been attanding a pageant
dressed as henry IV of o-ermany, an eleventh century
emperor, when his horse reared, unnseated him and kicked
him in the head. The man had looked to be unhurt, but
it soon became apparent that he waus mad: he thought him-
self to really be henry IV. his family was rich enough;
they had pity and some fear for the man, so they played
along. They did up a few room of the villa in eleventh-
century style. They bought costumes of the period for
guests and employees to wear in henry's presence. They
hired a few young men to act as counsellors and valets.
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In his presence, his family adapted their lives to fit
his madness. *
In the first scene, three of the hired counsellors
are explaining the complexities of the job to a newly
hired man. A bit of the dialogue:
Landolph. It's a pity; uecause the way we're got
up, we could do a fine historical reconstruction.
There's any amount of material in the story of
henry IV. But, as a matter of fact, we do nothing.
We've trie form without the content, tfe're worse
than the real secret counsellors of henry IV;
because certainly no one had given them a part
to play at any rate, tney didn't feel they had
a part to play. It was their life. They looked
after their own interests at the expense of others,
sold investitures and what not! We stop nere in
this magnificent court for what? just doing
nothing. We're like so many puppets hung on the
wall, waiting for some one to come and move us
or make us talk.
Harold. Ah no, old sport, not quite that! ive've
got to give the proper answer, you know. There's
trouble if ne asks you something and you don't
chip in with the cue.
Henry's family, dwindled now to his young nephew,
has called in a psychiatrist. This doctor is only one
of many who have been asked to look in disguise
at henry in his madness, to assess the possibility of
of cure, iilong with the doctor today comes the iiarchione
Matilda Spina, henry had loved her once, but she had
laughed at his love, iihe rode next to him in the fateful
pageant, eostumed as an enemy of his. She has not seen
him since, though her portrait, in that day's costume,
sits beside his throne. She comes now, twenty-six years
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later, out of pity, she says. Curiosity is also involved.
With her are her daughter, Frida, a look-alike for the
Marchioness in her youth, and Tito Belcredi, the Marchiones
current lover, a man who had also known henry in the days
before he went mad. J^'rida is now engaged to Henry 1 s
nephew, hi woili. In this scene the visitors are talking
among themselves for the doctor's benefit: Henry, they
say, was always different, more intense, awesome, even
dangerous. Belcredi speaks:
I don't say he simulated exaltation. On the
contrary, he was often genuinely exalted. But I
could swear, doctor, that he saw himself at once
in his own exaltation. Moreover, I'm certain it
made him suffer. Borne times he had the most comical
fits of rage against himself. . . .And why? Evidently
because that immediate lucidity that comes from
acting, assuming a part, at once put him out of
key with his own feelings, which seemed to him
not exactly false, but like something which he
was obliged to valorize there and then as
what shall I say as an act of intelligence, to
make up for that sincere cordial warmth he felt
lacking. Bo he improvised, exaggerated, let
himself go, so as to distract and- forget himself.
He appeared inconstant, fatuous, and yes
even ridiculous sometimes.
The family and friends continue talking. The doctor
hatches a plan to shock Henry out of his madness by sub-
stituting Frida, the real Frida, for her mother's portrait
besiae the throne. This is supposed to confront henry
with the time elapsed between past and present, thus
forcing him to face reality. Before all this happens
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tnough, they continue to go along with Henry who is
railing at them in his madness, them irl their costumes:
Nobody cares to recognize that obscure and
fatal power which sets limits to our will. But I
say, if one is born and one dies.
. .Did you want
to be born Consignor*? I didn't! And in both cases,
independent of our wills, so many things happen
we would wish didn't happen, and to wnich we
resign ourselves as best we can!...
It's like this: when we are not resigned,
out come our desires. 'A woman wants to be a man...
and an old man wants to be young again, desires,
ridiculous fixed ideas of course but reflect!
konsignor
, those o trier desires are not less
ridiculous: I mean, those desires where the will
is kept within the limits of the possible, i*ot
one of us can lie or pretend, we're ail fixed in
good faith in a certain concept of ourselves,
nowever, lionsignor, while you keep yourself in order,
holding on with both hands to your holy habit, there
slips down from your sleeves, there peels off you
like... like a serpent ... something you don't notice:
life, nonsignor! (Turning to trie marchioness:) Has
it never happened to you, my Lady, to find a different
self in yourself? nave you always been the same?
* • a
But we all of us cling tight to our conceptions
of ourselves, just as he who is growing old dyes nis
hair, what aoes it matter that this ayed hair of mine
isn't a reality for you, if it is, to some extent,
for me? you, you, my ijady
,
certainly don't dye
your hair to deceive the otners, nor even yourself;
but only to cheat your own image a little before tne
looking-glass. I ao it for a joke! You do it seriously!
After the others leave, Henry, in disgust at their pity
for him and terror before him, shouts at his counsellors
that it has been years, maybe fourteen years, since he
has been truly mad, since ne has believed his own
delusions. They are fools, he thunders, madmen for
letting themselves be so joylessly manipulated by his-
imagining of their lives: •
*The doctor in his costume.
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Don't you understand? Don't you see, idiot,how I treat them, how I play the Sool with them,
make them appear before me just as I wish? miserable,frigntened clowns that they are! And you (to the
valets) are amazed that I tear off their ridiculous
masks now, just as if it wasn't i who had made them
mask themselves to satisfy this taste of mine for
playing the madman!
• • •
Look at me here: can you really suppose that
Henry IV is still alive? All the same, I speak, and
order you live men about! Do you think it's a joke
that the dead continue to live? Yes, ,ere it's ajoke! But get out into the live world! Ah, you
say: what a beautiful sunrise for us! All time is
before us! Dawn! we will do what we like with this
day
.
Ah, yes! To Hell' with tradition, the old
conventions! well, i;o on! You will do nothing but
repeat the old, old words, while you imagine you are
living!
What shall i say of these people who've just
gone away? That one is a whore, another a libertine,
another a swindler*.
. .don' t you think so? You can't
believe a word he says... don't you think so?
• • •
I say that you are fools! You ought to nave
known how to create a .fantasy for yourselves, not
to act it for me, or anyone coining to see me; but
naturally, simply, clay by day, before nobody,
feeling yourselves alive in the history of the
eleventh century, here at the court of your emperor,
henry IV! You Ordulph (taking him by the arm), alive
in the castle of Ooslar
,
"waking up in tne morning,
getting out of bed, and entering straightway into
the dream, clothing yourself in tne dream that would
be no more a dream, because you would nave lived it,
felt it all alive in you. You would nave drunk it
in with the air you breathed; yet knowing all the
time that it was a dream, so you could better enjoy
the privilege afforded you of having nothing else
to do but live this aream, tiiis far off and yet
actual dream!
henry has revealed his sane self to his counsellors,
much to their confusion. The others, however, know nothing
Respectively, the Marchioness, belcredi, and the doctor
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of this. They still think hira mad, so they go ahead
with their plan to shock him into sanity. Frida is
dressed as ner mother was on the day of the pageant
and is placed in the frame next to his throne. When
Henry enters, she calls to him, frightens him, of
course, and herself even more, he looks on astonished
as the others rush in to comfort her. Henry is stung
by this trick of theirs and by their taking his long-
standing sanity (for the counsellors have talked by
now ) as a cruel joke, a mockery of them, henry rages
at them, including the doctor:
how doctor, the case must be absolutely new
in the history of madness; I preferred to remain
mad since I found everything ready and at my dis-
posal for this new exquisite fantasy. I would live
it this madness of mine with the most lucid
consciousness; and thus revenge myself on the
brutality of a stone which had dinted my head.
The solitude this sodituae squalid and
empty as it appeared to me when I o penned my
eyes again 1 determined to deck it out 'with all
the colours and splendours of that far off day
of carnival, when you (looks at Matilda and
points out r'rida to her) when you, Marchioness,
triumphed, bo I would oblige all those who were
around me to follow, by God, at my orders that
famous pageant which had been for you and not
c for me the jest of a day. 1 would make it
become for ever no more a joke but a reality,
the reality of a real madness....
• • •
This dress (plucking his dress; which is
for me the evident, involuntary caricature of
that other continuous, everlasting masquerade,
of which we are the involuntary puppets (indicates
Belcredi), when; without knowing it, we mask our-
selves with that which we appear to be....
• • •
i am cured, gentlemen: because 1 can act
the mad man to perfection, here; and i do it
very quietly; I'm only sorry for you that you
have to live your madness so agitatedly, without
knowing it or seeing it.
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His words are certainly not comforting, or words that
anyone would want to oelieve
. irritation swells until
everyone is infuriated-, henry continues to insult
everyone, and says to Frida that she is the Marchioness
he always knew, that she is the areas come alive, nore
than alive, "an image that waverea there ana they've
made you come to life.*.mine, mine, mine in my own
right." he holds her and laughs hideously. The
others rush to save her. Belcredi shouts at henry
to leave ^'rida alone: "leave her alone! Leave her
alone! You're no madman!" Henry quickly draws a
valet's sword, shouts "I'm not mad, eh! Take that,
you!..." and kills Belcredi with a thrust. The
play ends immediately, henry trembles before the
life his masquerade has compelled him to lead.
There is no choice now: it is madness until death.
Pirandello's rienry IV illustrates the point
that within the bounds of life and death, reality
itself is not absolute but relative to the individual's
hold on it. henry's iamily can see him as maa, themselve
as sane, while at the same tine he can see himself as
playing, them as mad. Only at the end, with death,
because of aeath, do their realities become one: Henry
is mad
.
But before that henry's reality is one of play,
and siiarea play at that, idl who are around him accept
4a
and use his pretense. It nay not be the purest of play,
for it does lack variety.* Henry plays the same game-
accepting substitute players, yes, but continuing the same
pretense for twenty-six years. His play does, however,
satisfy the most stringent requirement of true make-
believe: it hovers above and yet within reach of both
fiction and truth, henry plays seriously and yet- he knows
he is playing. He knows that he is cured because he can
see that he is acting the madman. He has chosen to play.
He sees the others as fools, real fools, for not choosing
their masks, for letting themselves become puppets: "You
ought to have known ho¥ to create a fantasy for your-
selves, not to act it for me, or anyone coming to me."
Because they cannot actively pretend., because they can
only wear the one mask of "that which we appear to be,"
while struggling to keep themselves in order, they are
actually letting life slip down their sleeves.
The others use Henry's symbols, but they are too
knowing to make-believe. They are too aware of the real
pivot to add any color or splendor to the symbol. If
they nad been less knowing or doubting or skeptical, then
they would nave been able to really play, to be
alive in the castle at G-oslar, waking up in the
morning, getting out of bed, and entering straight-
way into the dream, clo tiling yourself in the dream
that would have been no more a dream, because you
*his play definitely verges on and into obsession.
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would have lived it, felt it all alive in you. Youwould nave drunk it in with the ai'r you breathed;
'
yet
-,J
n
?
wl^ a11 thG tine th^t it -was a dream, so youcould better enjoy the privilege afforded you ofhaving nothing else to do but live this dream, thislar on and yet actual dream!
henry's, and Pirandello's, point is well-made.
Living a part someone else has given one to live is
living the life of a puppet; in other words, it is
not really living at all. Even living the life, tne
appearance, the countenance one has assumed, always
staying the same in a fixed conception of one's
self, is living out of touch with reality, particularly
when one must cheat the reality of one's own changing
image by pretending it is not changing. When henry
dyes his hair, it fools no one; it is a joke, a
pretense, a matter of play serious only in its own
way to him. When the i.archioness dyes ners, she does
it seriously, intending to deny or change her own
reflection, her own real change.
Henry, in pretending not to change for twenty-
six years, in pretending to live tne life of a man
dead some eight hundred years ago, in playing and
knowing it, is leading a life more real, more full,
more diverse than those of his friends who cannot
pretend, who cannot extrapolate beyond the role
given them, who cannot even invest that single role
with any feeling beyond the reality of holding on to .
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it.
"The opposite of play is not being serious, but
reality," said Sigmund tfreud (The Relation of the Poet
to Daydreaming, 1903;. ^ince imitation is accommodation
to reality and is also the opposite of play, Piaget
would agree. But I am inclined to xirandello's point,
that play, far from being antithetical to reality, can
take hold of it, enliven it, and even define it. Henry's
initial madness shapes his later play, but tie continuing
p3ay effectively defines the real and final madness.
Knowing how to create a fantasy can be as real as knowing
the proper answer.* Within the limits of birth and death,
reality is not only what is given but what is taken by
the ego.**" Life is given, but it becomes more real
through being grasped and grappled with. Play may be
a retreat from reality, but it can also be a means of
taking hold.
When Piaget speaks, then, of the passing of symbolic
play through the submission of ego to reality he is
speaking of an increasingly passive acceptance of a
given, a known. Assimilation, • the taking by the ego, is
considered a matter of distortion which needs to be
balanced to become intelligent, in Piaget's scheme,
*0f . Sarah on the porch at school.
**This is no new idea. John Dewey, for one, has talked
about the given and taken.
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the ego must loosen its life-giving grasp on reality,
letting reality increasingly support it.*
When Piaget talks of play, he is speaking of some-
thing which expresses the ego. It is a manifestation of
egocentrisia. It serves to connote. But play, especially
symbolic play, can do more. Like art, it can lead back
to reality; it can denote;, it can give meaning not only
to the ego but to reality. It can communicate, change a
perspective and stimulate action. It is not, necessarily,
ineffectual or unintelligent.
Oeorge Herbert Lead (see Pfuetze, 1961) distinguishes
between a self's "I" and its "me," the "I" being that part
which is innate or the potential psycho-physical assertive
unpredictable relatively free responses, the "me" being
the part wu;.ch is introjected other, the set of attitudes
taken in, the internalized social control. He says,
"There is no tiling that has suffered more througn loss of
dignity of content in modern positivistic psychology than
the "I." Tne "me" xias been most honorably dealt with. It
has waxed in diameter and interest, not to speak of
number, with continued analysis, wnile the "I" has been
forced from its metaphysical throne" (p. 30). Piaget and
the Freudians do deal with the "I," but they do see it,
as symbolic play, succumbing to reality and the "me."
*Brian Sutton-Smith (1966) has criticized Piaget for
his copyist epistemology , wnich holds that the growth
of tne mind comes from imitation of reality, the exactor
tiie imitation the more the growth. Piaget has replied,
briefly, saying, no, growth is towards equilibrium, that
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It is a normal developmental progression from id to ego,
from play to reality, from pleasure principle to reality
principle, they would agree.
In his essay, "Beyond the Reality Principle," Charles
rtycroft argues to include the pleasure principle or
primary process thinking
-within, effectively within, the
reality principle. Play, he says, particularly symbolic
play, is a "conscious operation of the primary processes."
Primary processes need not be rendered inoperative, through
repression, for adaptation to occur. In fact, full adaptation
may need them along with the secondary processes, the reality
principle
.
The notion that the primary processes are
concerned solely with fantasies of an "unrealistic"
and "non-aaaptive" Kind ignores the part played in
full adaptation by affects and imagination, and by
the need to express and communicate them. The thesis
presented here is that the secondary processes are
"realistic" when they are used to relate affectively
to objects of emotional interest. The secondary pro-
cesses, then, are the form of mental activity which
corresponds to the self-preservative component of
adaptation, while the primary processes are the form
of mental activity which corresponds to the libidinal
component of adaptation, dissociated application of
the secondary processes to afiective reiationsnips
is unrealistic and non-adaptive clinically it
presents as "intellectual defense"; so too is dis-
sociated application of the primary processes to the
nature of external reality, which presents as pre-
logical, animistic thinking (1968, p.105).
balance of assimilation and accommodation.
I am inclined to Sutton-Smith; for all the talk of
balance and equilibrium, growth is still away from play
to the extent that it is in its symbolic form mas-
sively changed by the imitation of reality.
.nycroft (as Pirandello') feels that play, as a primary
process, can make one fool at home in the world. Adaptation
is more than the repression of wishes, it is more than the
submission to reality. Symbolism, in play or imagination,
can feed reality and keep it alive. If all satisfaction
were to come from reality an given, a person might well
be satisfied but he might, also feel a victim of hie; own
satisfaction. Me might just as well be bored. D.W.
Winnicott, in I'layin^; and itoality
. toes the line already
drawn by Pirandello and kycroft. Mere, instead of play
or imagination, he touts "creative apperception":
Contrasted with this is a relationship to external
reality which is one of compliance, the world and
its details being recognized but only as sonething
to bo fitted in with or demanding adaptation. Com-
pliance carries with it a sense of futility for the
individual ana ia associated with the idea that
nothing matters and that life is not worth living
(1971, . .65).
But play, for Winnicott, is one form of creative apper-
ception • Play is a linking, a transition, a means of
communication, a mode of experience....
on the basis of playing is built the wnole of man's
experiential existence. iNO longer are we either
introvert or extrovert, we experience life in the
area of transitional phenomena, and in tiie exciting
interweave of subjectivity and objective observation,
and in an area that is intermediate between the
inner reality of the individual and the shared reality
of the world that is external to individuals (p. 64).
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I would not go so far as to say that I think play
is the basis of existence* or even of coanunication, but
I do find winnicott's talk of play as an interweaving,
a reality in itself, which is gradually diffused throughout
life, to be more compatible with the observed qualities
of symbolic play than Piaget's idea of play as a pole of
thought, a distortion, a too active egocentrism which must
be subdued by the forces of reality, as I have shown, play
can facilitate adaptation; it can and must communicate
with others; and it is by and large, satisfying. Neither
Piaget nor Preud adequately explains the diminution of
the play symbolic play with such characteristics.
*busan Isaacs gives good warning of the tendency to slip
from talk of mere fantasy to that of mere reality.
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V. Summary and conclusion
*
Symbolic play, a special form of child's play,
has been discussed with an attempt to define its
necessary characteristics through the use of detailed
observations from real child's play and from liter-
ature. These defining aspects have then been used
to question the theses of Jean Piaget and Anna
Freud concerning the developmental disappearance
of child's play. Because symbolic play can effectively
involve the social and natural world, Piaget 's explana-
tion seems incomplete. The questions, where does play
go. and why, remain.
Affect and emotion have been slighted in order
to stay as close as possible to the observable
qualities of play. Obviously, any attempt to answer
these questions must deal with the feelings surrounding
the behavior of play, a hard thing to get at without
also probing the meaning, form and use of imagination.
On the other hand, the social structure of reality
and its philosophical meaning need just as much defining
before play, and the loss of play, can be placed in
relation to them. Piaget sees play as a pole, 'an
extremity of intelligence, but I am more inclined,
following Winnicott, to view play as a mid
-ground
between a variety of long-standing dualities: inner
and outer, or inner and other; imagination and reality;
the subjective ana the objective; free will and deter-
minism. Play need not be opposed to intelligence or
adaptation.
VI . ' Appendix
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I arrive in the evening, well after supper. The parents
are out. The children are playing cards on the floor ofthe living room, at the feet of a babysitter (who now
waits for someone to come pick her up and take herhome), my presence this week has been explained toSarah and Deb. l explain again, briefly/ as I preetthem. I begin taking notes. u
Sarah: "One thing. I don't like Deborah to take things.
Green, link." She explains some game rules to thebabysitter who is playing but without enthusiasm.
Deborah plays with her toes, rolls on ner haunches and
runs around trie dining room table.
S: "Deb's not playing." (More than a statement of fact.
A kind of ruling: if she won't play right then she
can't play.
)
D: "Yes, I want to play."
The game shuffles ahead.
S: "She (meaning Jeb) got a match (i.e., a pair). Put
'em down, take another turn."
The game involves cards with printed fish, different
sizes, different colors.
D : ' "It ' s my turn.
"
S: "You didn't get a match. My turn." She goes on
talking (definitely putting on an authoritative
show), putting cards in ijeb's hands, telling her
what to do, taking cards away, etc.
Deborah objects, "Hey!" leans over to claim a card
which is rightfully hers and falls on her head.
She pouts, looks around at me, pouts more: "It
hurt. I'm bleeding." She does not appear to be
bleeding. Tears begin.
he: "What shall we do?"
D: "Bandaid." She fetches one. I stick it on her
cheek. She pats herself:. "It stops hurting • when it
stops .hurting. " .Then, repeatedly, "it still hurts."
Me : "Is it still bleeding?"
D: "Yes."
S: "One thing I know for sure is it's not blooding."
She says this in a slow monotone, a sharp contrast
to her earlier gushing. Each word is emphasized.
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Deb, immediately: "It doesn't hurt anymore."
lie: "Is it bleeding anymore?"
D: "No. The blood is all here." .he touches the bandaid
and pulls it off.
Me; "What does it look like?"
D: "I don't know." She throws the thing in the waste-basket. (I guess that she has seen blood before
and her own. her mother later confirms this assump-
tion. I know that she has seen blood before and
knows what it looks like. I guess that she wants
to end this conversation or this train of thought.)
Sarah and Deb return to the game, which runs smoothly
and quietly now. The phone rings a few times. The
babysitter leaves, ooon it is time for bed.
Deborah is jumping on the couch, full of silliness. She
whines when the end is announced. The crying, which is
forced, grows louder through the diaper- and pajama-
process. Sarah and I both ask her to stop, please, it is
an obnoxious sound. But it stops only when, ' cleaned and
dressed, she jumps into my arms. She sucks her thumb and
rests her head on my shoulder. Sarah and I take her
upstairs to her bedroom. We sing songs. Sarah entertains
in the silly mood that had been downstairs: she laughs
giddily at some little thing with the light and then
disappears under Deb's bed. It is enough, I say. I
cover Deb. She puts her thumb in her mouth and says
"goodbye"to our "good night."
Sarah and I go back downstairs. We knit and crochet
together on the couch in the living room, we share
technical talk and advice.
I ask about Deborah's fence, one of those accordion-
folding tilings, which we fixed in her door as we left:
"Would she fall down the stairs?"
S: "No, but she pushes it over sometimes and comes
into my room and on top of me and goes to the
bathroom on me. .he even likes to bite me."
Me: "Oh?" Blandly.
S: "Yes." She has said all this seriously, without
grinning, but definitely avoiding my eye.
Sarah has been knitting. She decides to join me crochet-
ing. She gets as far as the chain and then tangles it
all up. She talks ail the wx^ile, explaining each new
tangle with an oops! She switcnes to knotting since that'
what it's beginning to look like anyway, ^he tells me she
is making ant bracelets and ant belts, but already her
creations are too big for their purpose. We laugh. From
nowhere obvious (except perhaps the smallness of ants')
she tells me, "Things^ die if they don't get enough to
eat." "what things?" "uirds. Bugs." "Oh. Animals." "Yes,
birds don't have refrigerators."
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AM. I an with Sarah at school. It is a free school with
nixed ages. Sarah is one of the younger children in hergroup The school is on the grounds of an old mansion,lhe classrooms are the rooms of a large old home. Thedoor are always open. Children come and go. Groupings
are flexible and appear to be arbitrary. Teachers appear
I to my eye) to teach in the old-fashioned directive
manner (Read this, bay that. Spell this, write about
that.): tney have very specific ideas of what they wantfrom the children, and yet, unless there is some scheme
wnich I cannot see, they practice them only on those
children who wander into their range. It seems possible
for a cnild to spend an entire morning at school, this
school, without a "lesson."
Sarah is in a section of the group which is led, by a
young assistant teacher, to the woodworking shop. Some
French songs are sung. The assistant makes talk about
spring and apple blossoms. The woodworking teacher is
not yet ready for the group.
Sarah is very quiet. She glances at me. This is the
first day I have come to school with her, and it is
an odd situation fur both of us. I follow her around,
taking notes, saying practically nothing, even though
many of these children know me and were my students
last year.
The children are spread out around a large work bench.
l4any of them are playing with pieces of wood ("Blast
off!") while waiting, impatiently, for the instruction
to begin. There is much fidgeting. Sarah stands with
one foot on top of the other, carefully arranging two
squares of wood. She seems dreamy, yet serious. She
begins to work, carefully, seriously, without glue,
experimentally. She finds some specific shapes for
others from the central pile. Those others had been
flailing about, unable xo find what they wanted. Sarah
goes unthanked. She asks timidly, in a babvish voice,
"Please pass the glue." Slowly, precisely, she brushes
glue on her wood. It is almost a slow-motion mockery
of carefulness. She turns two pieces over and over,
trying them every possible way, hut they don't seem
to stick together.
Sarah's is painstaking work, especially when compared
with the others' elaborate, jerry-built fantasies, castle
rockets and the like. Sarah has the simplest, neatest, mo
unjunky construction in all the group. She seems to be
making a plain old box. (Later, at home, she announces
it as that: "oee. I made a box today.") She takes it
all apart, then goes back to the same arrangement. She
flashes a glance at an insult not meant for her. Chatter
surrounds us all, but she is not part of it.
She presses her wood and looks at the others. She tries
a lid on the box, then takes it off. She looks carefully
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at the others around the table. She does not talk. Sheis left alone, one smiles at some other's silliness,
overheard .She squares off her box. .he is distractedfrom work by a rhyme about underpants, chanted manytimes. She aoes not join in. She says quietly, to no
one in particular, "I'm ail finished."
Sarah stands in line, waiting to return to the cl n o cabuilding. She rubs her fingers together /5luel The°childrengo back through the rain, Sarah carefully arranges herboots beneath her coat.
Back at a desk, Sarah is somewhat looser. She shrugs
"I don't know" to a question and smiles at me. She
smiles again when she knows the answer. She slowly
reads a sentence out loud and is pleased. She pro-
nounces quietly to herself when the others read out
loud. She puts her finger in her mouth. She looks
away. She pulls her cheek. She fiddles with uhonda's
belt. Sarah is quiet during the pandemonium at the
mention of juice. There is talk of coconuts in St.
John .... Sarah is not very interested. She tries to
read, hiding behim the book. She puts her head on
her arms, on the table. She plays with her hair.
It is juice time.
Sarah slips into another room. Exuberant and noisy
play is going on in block houses and within a circle
of children. Sarah boasts a bit about who I am. Then
she wanders away and plays with a small bear she had
brought along to school. She sticks it in her skirt
and walks way bent over. She hunkers on the floor in
the midst of all the activity. A boy named oteven
pulls at her, "Some on. Play!" Sarah resists, protesting,
"You're choking me!" She grins at the others while they
play (They are pounding drums, playing police, flicking
the lights on and off: it is pretty wild.) but stays
where she is, squatting. The children make an impressive
thunder and lightening noise. Sarah only pulls her skirt
over her knees. She does nothing but watch for a long
time, perhaps half an hour.
The teacher brings out some musical instruments. Sarah,
standing by the door onto the enclosed porch, is asked
to save a leaving child's place. There seems to be a
rule that only four children can be on the porch at any
one time. Sarah is now one of the four. She is asked to
get some pencils: "Get all the germs off, too!" Sarah
says OK and does it. The floor is being pretend-washed
.
One girl is playing sick on a table. Sarah tiptoes nearer
and stands against the wall. She perks up when someone
comes across the threshhold : "Hey! Only four allowed."
Someone retreats.
Everybody, the porch four, is looking into somebody's
lunchbox. Sarah: "That's all for lunch? That's not very
much." She stands on one foot holding the other behind
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participate. She facesthe wa£? £oW r^er Soulier*0*twirls The three others loudly' procIatalSeir gS™esharah ed^es to the table, their center of activitf ?a"
near"!' Sofb^tf6 T" T 8taAl8 agains^theloor,me, perhaps y he order of another.
Uncomfortable, wondering, I ask her why she doesn't ulavwhy she isn't playing. "I don't know what to do?" she says
-he looks through an open window into the interior, a lesson
Shaving fSnV°
M ^ * ^ticular: they musf*
A boy starts to come onto the porch. "Hey! hot allowed "
nf^l Jlar a SfSgling toe -'game pushing, pulling, stampingover the door sill with him. b
The teacher comes in. She has not been in the room much at
all, and she tells me this is usual, the cnildren are left '
alone to play.&he draws Sarah over to the other three,
saying, "Explain to Sarah what it is you're doing." They
are playing doctor, they say (and ix is obvious to anyoneincluding and even Sarah). They continue to invite Sarah
to play even after the teacher leaves. They are kindly
to her but not overbearing; they explain possibilities
but they do not force or even cajole her to play. They
by and large ignore her as she floats around^. She avoids
the immediate doctor-play but hovers near their activity
now. She is still holding her bear. One girl puts her arm
over Sarah's shoulders and 'draws her to the house, built
of a table, chairs and blankets, blocks and rugs, having
been deposited, Sarah stays there only a minute. She
pulls her skirt over her knees and wanders around, apart,
her hands are behind her back.
Rhonda, a boisterous girl, shouts, "hey, Sarah, let's go
play." She holds Sarah's hand, then picks her up off the
ground by grabbing her around the middle. Sarah squirms,
"hey, put me down!" oarah lies on the floor then and
gets dragged by her feet. She laughs. Rhonda is playing
a delinquent baby or a kind of feeble-minded juvenile/
Pencils serve as sterilized bottles. There is talk of
Cousin Sarah. Sarah goes to get anoxher pencil-bottle.
She comes back with nothing. She sucks the wooden egg
on the end of one of Rhonda's pencils. She gets on top
of the table where the other babies are wiggling and
talking baby talk. She does not stand or jump or take
chances the way tney are doing. She sees a girl coming
through the porch door and makes her leave: "ilo room!"
Having got off the table, ^arah now minces, "Let me get
on t:.is table." No one objects, ^he gets on, then follows
another off immediately. She comes back and lies flat • on
the table, alone. She watches the others, quietly, from
the vantage of the table. They come back and repeatedly
taofi ihLa bl0 °k *? the house w"ioh surrounds anotherble, men sne crawls in, slowly Dusnerl h; » h„ , '!u
cnildren are "eating" marbles. SaraHs very qu5et*wniL
sta-^co'ohef^'he
1
" f^0"8 an<1 '-rnes^tno" o ^fawbe- ctcn s. .h instructs another- " ri}K,t»o Q t,-;^
+
Ue v' lld GtaHion (i.e., xviionda is drar-edhome to her barn, the t able opposite the house. Sarinhas disappeared into the furthest corner of the house
rem"?n tZ l^'' almost knocked! ..Tsheemains m he nouse when ail the others have loft. One
StenSoS
6^ t?ble °n the floor of a block-walledexte sion of the house. Sarah: "You drooued one I'll
Stin^aov" °hl7H her^ OT °Ut ^ Process'ofputting back, . e disappears, alone in the table-house,lor many minutes, is she asleep?
The others are buying horses in Vienna. Sarah pretendsto sleep, opcnn±n
€
an occasional eye on me or another.The
-mother" brings the "child," Sarah, out and dressesher in a rug. "She's a horse, she's a girl." Sarah sitsquietly and is told to "holdit." She chews her fin ersThe mother says, "OK, come here." Sarah: "he?" She goes
and is dressed in a blue leotard. She says, proudly,
eagerly, "I have a leotard myself." She is very funnylooking, for her skirt is stuffed in under her tights
at the hips. She laughs, too. a blue skirt is put on
top of it all.
Someone
(
puts Sarah's little bear in the stallion's,
Rhonda's, mouth. Sarah buckles: "hey, that's mine I I
don't want it wet." She is still being dressed and
prepared; her hair is being out on top of her head.
A boy laughs through a window onto the porch, "Hey,
isn't this crazy with no boys?" Sarah, the dressed-
up baby, is carried and dropped. She may be a year
or two younger tiian these otner girls but she is not
much smaller. "Oh God!" says the mother and tries again,
with better luck. Sarah is beginning to get into the
play. "Let me in, let me in," she burbles, wiggling
her hands in the direction of the house, her hair is
played with. It is very pretty. One of the horses
snuffles her. The mother says, "Come on child, let's
go for dinner." She is taken by the hand. She smiles
at being told she looks like someone on TV. She holds
her skirt out, curtsy-style. She makes no sound for
many minutes. Everyone is in the house now, everyone
but the horse who is crying in his stall. There is no
sign of Sarah. There is a lot of activity centered on
the horse, who keeps breaking out of his stall at mid-
night. There is no peep from Sarah.
After a while the children all come out of the house.
It is morning. It is breakfast. There are four plates
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set. Sarah catches it: "But there's only three people."She drifts, hand in mouth, onto the top of the table
which has been the barn, She fiddles with her skirt,lilts it over her head.
The table now has become a wagon, everyone is in ion)it and tne norse, still Hhonda, is pulling. Horse: "Oh,
my aching knees from crawling!" Sarah has her skirttaken off by tne mother, her ponytail is played with,lhe horse gambols for tne audience. They seem to be at
a. drive-in movie, horse, wagon and all. Someone says,
Isn t tiiis a disgusting movie?" Sarah quietly follows
where tne others go. She lets her hair be played with.
1 am standing by the aoor. Tne teacher appears briefly.
I ask her if Sarah is playing any differently than usual.
She says, yes, more. I am amazed, for to me," it seems
that Sarah is playing very little, especially compared
to her behavior at nome or at school last year. Tne
teacher explains that this is the older group, the more
sophisticated, that Sarah gravitates towards
X
tnem but
doesn't usually join in.
Sarah is getting her hair brushed, and pulled in the
process. She winces and makes terrible faces but says
nothing.
Andrew is talked into being a baby white stallion. Rhonda,
the horse of long standing, is ejected. Sarah remembers
her bear: "Hey, Tamar, you still using my teddy bear?"
Tamar reassures her that the bear is UK and compliments
Sarah on being the beautifullest
.
It is clean-up and rest time. Sarah Wonders around and
does not talk.
At lunch the teacher gives barah first chance to choose
a partner. Sarah cannot make up her mind. She seems unable
to say a word. She looks distraught. Alter about a minute,
the teacher goes on to another. (She says to me afterwards
that Sarah is usually quite eager and quick when given this
chance to choose. ) Sarah, now left with no choice of lunch
companion, pouts, cries, refuses to sit with the left-over
group, one is consoled by the teacher and eats quietly.
School is finished after lunch. Sarah cries again at leaving
for she had expected a neighbor to pick her up. Instead, I
took her home to the neighoor and her expectations were
crossed. Sarah is quiet on the way home and cannot explain
her earlier tears. She begins to giggle and relax as we
talk about school and tne bit of snow that is 'coming
down. As I drop her off at tne neighbor's she laughs
we laugh at her parting statement: "Snowflakes don't
have ears."
Deb and oarah have slept their afternoon naps at the
neighbor's. I an there now to pick then up and take themhome. Deb wakes first, one wanders around sleepily and
sits in laps, her raotner's and nine, Sarah finally wakes
up, fiercely, as she always does, growJfing. It is tine to
go across the street and shoes have to be put on.
Deb's shoe becomes a fish as I attempt to out it on her
foot. She jabs it insistently in my face, saying over
and over, "It's a fish, it's a fish."
I ask her to put the shoe on her foot. No luck.
I ask her to put the fish on ner foot, no luck.
She nutters something I take to be "mother fish"
( though she nay well nave been talking to or about
her mother who was sitting on the other side of the
roon with Sarah).
I ask her to put the mother fish on ner foot.
Her silliness stops immediately, She says loudly,
"It's not a mother fish. It * s a shoe." And she puts
it on her foot herself.
At hone for the rest of the afternoon, the girls eat,
draw with crayons, look at their own baby pictures,
dance bare-assed while their mother plays .the piano,
play with xjuzzles and tops, all the while talking
to eacn other, their mother ana me,
6b
and ^n^t>
uarah at SCll°01 again
-
lz is a Urinalrather foolish arx ciass where stylized birds arebeing maae, just so!, from colored paper. The boys areflying theirs -with sounds of motors and machine gunsrather than featners beating the air. Sarah seems more
relaxed with me in the room today. She talks to medirectly, as do the others, one aoes not whisker, as ifin collusion, or give me coy smiles. The group goes backto their mam classroom, flying their birds in the sun-
shine
.
In the classroom Sarah and several others, all girlsgroup ^around the teacher to write stories based on the
word "fast." The object, spelled out by the teacher, is
to associate words with "fast" and then write tnem down,iwo suggest "running" and "road-runner." Sarah begins to
write tnese but the teacher says, "No, your own, Sarah."
Sarah takes a minute, then says "car." Someone says
"wind" and Sarah quickly associates "trees blowing"
"sky" and 'clouds." The teacher half nods, half snakes
her head, but helps Sarah to spell them out on her
paper.
Others continue, sticking more literally to Tast" with
planes, rockets, etc. Sarah is proud of" her writing.
It is for her mommy and she wants to copy it and take it
home. She brings it to me and reads each word, pain-
stakingly, phonicly. The words seem harder for her to
read than write. She does not use memory (there are
only four words) to help.
She goes back to write another story. This one comes
out: "The house is fun. The play house is fun. The
house is fun at home."
After juice time, Sarah goes off with a classmate,
Deborah (not her sister), to play with cutouts. The
dolls are Deborah's and she offers one to Sarah.
Sarah: "I don't want 'em to keep, Deborah!" They
play and laugh alone together, dressing and undressing
the dolls. Sarah: "You're not supposed to run around
in your underwear!" "That's her bikini."
Sarah corrects a trespasser's grammar: "tore, not
teared." She halts another curious girl effectively
with: "Beth, stop it. That's Deborah's. I'm going to
bring mine someday. You can't play." Jeborah and Sarah
continue quietly poking out the doll clothes. It is
speechless work except when brushing away or excluding
tne curious. They nave a room to themselves now. The
teacher comes in to encourage sharing. She succeeds.
most of the children go outside, by choice, for tne
rest of the morning. Sarah sits with a group of girls
on the outside back porch. They are all holding red and
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wmte pompons. They watch the boys running around thelarge yard
,
kicking a ball. They are verv^SetCheer-leaders concentrating more on who can be 2ne Ind nocan't than on cheering. There is a screechy ardent
slrah is not^nvot
diltfUl
,
OWner of a^ inkS er.
m?™^« m lvea and has not said a word for many
?ST* 8 > 1S - *uiet when the teacher attempts tolead them in a schooj. cheer, out Sarah is particularlyquiet one eventually wanders off across theS aloneone stays alone, sometimes walking, sometimes sittingon the jungle- j in, staring off.
I do not follow her now, feeling that I would be too
obtrusive. i<rom the sidelines i can see sne is playingin a kind 01 follow-the-leader chase. It is an all-girl group, She spends a long time, most of it alone,
I think, curled up in a lean-to house in a far corner
01 the Held. 1 go not see her again until school is
over.
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It is afternoon. Sarah and Deborah are in their yard withtwo neighborhood friends, Janie and (ringer, six and three,
sisters, ihe yara is long and narrow, stretching along theSia
?u
0l
^
Xne U0U8e fron street to pond. It is about an acre
worth of space, the i ront part ciearea and grassed, the
middle containing a garden, a few large trees, a swing,
a sliae and a sandbox, tne rear overgrown with weeds and
small bushy trees.
Sarah lugs an empty plastic swimming pool into the sun.
ueborah is on tne slide
. Ganger is in' the sandbox. Sarah
dubs a stubbly tree and tne area around it "house." She
makes a gate with a branch and asks Janie if she wants
to go in. Janie says no and keeps swinging.
The children, especially Janie and Ginger who have not
met me before, keep talking to me. 1 tell them I want
just to watch and write, they should go ahead and play
by themselves.
They begin looking for spoons in the weeds at the
yard's end. Janie comes over and into Sarah's house,
forgetting xo open tne "door." Sarah finds this hilar-
ious and makes her retrace her steps, correctly this
time
.
Sarah points out Jeb ' s own "little nome" (signified by
nothing that I can see) within hers. She keeps on
talking to no one and everyone
,
explaining her every
move. She shows Janie ner bedroom. She gives rapid-
fire directions: "jjon't go that far! (jet in the attic!
Cone in the house ior a moment ! wanna know where the
living room is? I make my own spoons, here's tne living
room." She continues like tnis, needing no answer or
verbal response, only one physical presence to talk at.
Janie says, "I'm going out." Sarah says with a shrug,
"Well, siiut tne aoor." Only Ginger remains.
Sarah and Janie begin to play with a frisbee. They
throw it around wildly and laugh a lot. Sarah effectively
excludes Ginger from tiie play with, "Now, linger, you
can watch us, OK?" Sarah keeps instructing the little
ones while she and Janie chase the erratic frisbee:
"how Deb, you get out of the way." "You always throw
it the wrong way." "Hey, Ginger, you get out of it.
No playing in the swimming pool." ner tongue is never
far"*" behind ner eye which must be /ery fast itself, for
it takes in all the action, everyone's action, in the
yard. The others move around without many words, not
objecting to her demands but not exactly hopping to
them either.
Sarah goes to make "the big leaf pile" (though it is
spring and there aren't many leaves around). She rakes
and talks. "You only lay in it if it's big as the
swimming pool, because you don't want to get sqooshed,
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right?" "Don't lay in it Deb." "It's not big enough."Sometimes the others pay attention to her. SomeSsthey just warmer around from slide to swing to treeThere is no group activity. 6 x ....
Deborah and linger squeeze themselves into a ohair nextto me. v/e look at each other. Ginger goes off to followbarah, tnen ueb follows her.
The swimming pool blows across the yard and bumps against
a tree, (ringer shrills, "who stopped it? ,vho stopped it?"lhey all laugh. Sarah rights the pool. Ginger is ignored.
Janie is getting cold and suggests playing Indians, insidebarah diverts her with "wanna know how to make a teepee
tent?" Janie does not want to be outside, but Sarah -pre-
vails.
The hopalong, an inflated ball big enough to bounce on
while holding the rubber handle, appears. Each child
tries it and each eventually falls off. Jeb brings out
a hula hoop.
barah makes a house by turning the lawn chairs over and
pushing them together. She makes one bedroom, tnen another
bhe goes to get the hoop, begins hooping and seems to
abandon this second house.
barah fools with Janie and the nopalong.
barah: "Please let me sit on that."
Janie: "no. It's my car."
S: "UK. You sit right here in your car. Oh."
They giggle and chase around, beginning to play tag.
S: "Don't hit mc honey, OK? You're trying to get it more.
I'm going to the swing. Now stop it honey. I'm going
in my own car.
"
barah becomes a stoplight for Janie who jumps when sue
says go.
b
J
b
J
J
s
honey, are you making fun of me?"
Koney, what happened to your swimming pool?"
You mean my car .
"
Yeah.
"
It got all smashed up. I got a new one."
Wanna ride this car honey?"
honey, wanna have this car and you have mine?"
J: "Ok, in a moment." ^°
They trade, but Sarah doesn't use her new car Sh* ™up on the slide and futzes around. 6°e
S: "Honey, pretena your car broke."
J
S
J
"No."
"Honey, hey go to sleep."
"ho."
finger is on the swing which is also Sarah's car. Janieis hopping around, barah is sitting on the slide, andueb is sitting near me.
8: "Hey Janie, pretend you gave me this car. hey, sistelittle girl, ueb, give me that hula hoop, Ok?"
i3eb does.
S: "hey, honey, (to Janie; thanks for the new car. I'llput it right here and pretend this is the driving
thing, OK?" She indicates trie frisbee.
J: "no, it "s a watch.
"
S: "Hee hee. And the big blue one (i.e., the swimming
pool) is yours. On. It's even ripped."
Janie is on the swing, Sarah on the hopalong.
"I'm going to the moon on my rocket ship, on my car."
"ban I go with you?"
"bure .
"
But Janie doesn't come, ohe keeps swinging.
J: "Oome here noney."
3: "No I can't. I'm too iar away in space." oarah is
galloping around the front lawn. Jeb and uinger
get interested and come running. "Hey, you can't
come here!" They don't exactly stop. Janie asks if
siie ' s landed. "Yeah, we're nere. You can come noney
not you Deb. we're in space." one falls off the
hopalong.
o : "Hey, you know what . If you fall off you'll get in
this stuff...." She points to the burrs.
barah sends Jeb inside for an unstated reason, boon
they all go in. barah and Janie druw and write in the
front room, which serves as a playroom, a wxiole new
batch of cnildren arrive, some olcier, some younger,
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-arah ana Janie are quieter
now. Ihey seen a bit intimidated. The children go out
-
side, all oi them, to slide ana swing.
Ginger points to me, several times, grinning: "And that
my motner over there." It is accepted or ignored. Theygo on playing.
Sarah has created a bath in her tree house. She snows
the others around. In her hurry, she breads the branch
which is the door. "Don, that's green stuff. Ucky." Shetells one of the new children to "watch it with that
stick.
"
Sarah goes into the sandbox. "Hey, what 're you making?"
Ginger says "Pie for my friends, pie for you group."
Sarah: "i'm making a tent." The others are making hot-
dogs, homes, tunnels, tar in the driveway. The sand
play soon peters out for the box is small and there are
no spoons
.
Everyone goes inside, into the -front room. There is much
talk to explain the place ana the things there. Sarah shows
a homemade doll: "look, I nave no hands or underpants."
A snake: "he's not a mean snake. He's a nice snake." She
is talking now in a babyish voice, one goes upstairs to
get something, a secret. She brings down a box and makes
tne others guess what's in it. They don't get it, so she
shows them, it is a stuffed bunny, pink, an Easter present.
There is a lot of individual manipulative play with toys
going on. not much interaction between the children, barah
lies on tne floor humming to herself. It is time for the
others to leave and clean up.
Deborah ana Sarah remain in tne front room, coloring.
Deborah, holding a small black plastic figure named
"rokey," asserts to Sarah (but also to the general
audience, which is me): "Him aon't like you. Him going
to bite you. Him going outsiae. Him going to sleep on the
table. Him crying, him want you to go get him." All this
gets no more than a raisea eyebrow from Sarah. Jeb goes
and gets him, bites him and makes a lot of loua nonsense
staccato talk: "Him nate you?' Her motner says, at this
point, "^re you putting that in your mouth?" jeb aoesn't
answer, sticks him further in her mouth, then throws him
on tne floor and begins to play, quietly, with another toy.
it is a Sunday morning. The cuildren are playing inSarah's upstairs roon. It is a small room with a bedatone end opposite an alcove full of books and book-selves, inbetween are a small table, a desk, and adollnouse. Deo's room is down the hall. The parents'room is at the end of the hail. The parents are asleep.
Deborah enters and says (to me): "I wanna play bridge."
No response.
Deborah: "I wanna wash my floor."
Sarah: "You leave me alone." Deb is doing notnin- buttalking.
Deb: "I wanna play tinker toys."
Sarah acts as if she hasn't heard her: "Deborah, wanna
play hearts?"
Deb: "Yeah."
Sarah: "Oh. I don't wanna play."
D: "Can I play by myself?"
S: "ho. I got a easier game. Slapjack."
D (to me J: "uese here slappyjacky . " She points to the
pack of cards.
Sarah has trouble with the directions. She can't quite
read. Deborah talks to ue and I try to pretend I'm not
there. She soon goes back to Sarah.
D: 'Where can I sit?"
S, harshly: "Don't sit like me!"
Deb fidgets. There seems little she can do until the
game gets underway. Sarah keeps struggling over the
printed directions. They are sitting in the middle of
the floor, crossiegged. Deb looks into the paper bag
where the cards are stashed.
S: "lio looking." Lore urgently: "No looking in the bag.
Take one color out ." Deb does but then doesn't know
what to do with her marker. It is a boara game,
something like Oandyland, where one draws a colored
card and then moves one's marker to the next space
of that color on the ooard ' s printed path. Sarah
continues, "Oh. I'll show you where you have to go.
Ok. rut it back. My turn."
Deb does well what she is told and then gives Sarah oack
her own instructions: "You shut your eyes."
S: "ho."
D: "Like I nave to."
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060^' ThG ^ ^°eS on with barah obviouslyc eat g.
S: "whew! I'm way ahead of Deborah."
D: "OK."
Sarah sings some songs in French while taking whatever
card she wants from the blind.
D, assertively: "I nave to close my eyes'." It seems more
a note of the difference in tactics than an objection
to oaran's cheating to win, for she goes on to say,
almost admiringly, "Sarah way over der."
Sarah smiles and then shouts, "Deborah! No looking'"
Deborah was not looking. " I'm not going to look this
time." (nice ploy. She admits her own cheating to
further deter Ueb who has not cheated yet.)
The game, which never really held either of their interests,
fades. Sarah brings out a prism and says to me ana Deb that
she won't let Deb play with it because it's glass. She
spends some time shushing Jeb on account of their parents
still being asleep.
Deborah brings her "bearie" from her room. She makes him
dance in my face. She throws him over her head. She makes
him do somersaults.
D: "Him doing exercises. I playing with him." She cuddles
him. "Don't cry." She spanks him. "I spank him because
he 'crying.
"
Both children get into Sarah's bed, on whose bottom end
I am sitting.
D: "Him going to sleep with me. G-o under!" she says to
the bear. She puts her thumb in her mouth and closes
her eyes, pretending to sleep. She gets up after less
than half a minute of this: "I'm getting something.
My tinker toys."
S: "I don't think it's a good idea." She also gets up.
"Don't bring them in here. Look at a book."
Deb has a few objections to this but sne gets a book. She
looks at it. She snows it to her bearie. "I showing my
bearie some pictures." Lioon: "my bearie 's toes hurts.
It's bleeding. I kiss it." She does kiss the toes and
then she snuggles the whole bearie.
Deb goes over to Sarah to get some olay-doh. Sarah plays
in her doll house, mostly rearranging things. Time passes.
Deb comes over to the aollhouse too. Sarah tells me Deb
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wouldn't know now to play with it. Deb doesn't seem tomind the brush-off. Che dances and slugs. She saw
"Don't look at me, Lillian." one is o/heriLsTlier
near her*
n°nSen3e
*
barah is doinS a puzzle. Jeb aances
S
D
S
"Don't pester me, Deb ! "
"I don't like you."
"Don't say that."
Deborah goes back to dancing. Then she begins throwing
the bear again. The bear nits the cioil house roof.
3: "bee!"
D: "I sorry."
S: "You can only dance without jumping."
Deb dances for a while, then she goes out to the bathroom
She comes back with a doll, a medium-size pink plastic
girl doll.
Q . u Ihy don't you make him go to the bathroom?"
D: "Oh." bhe hands the doll to Sarah, who takes its
clothes off. Jeb runs off with it, "I take dolly
to bathroom."
S: "hot dolly. Baby ."
<
D: "Yeah. Baby."
Deb runs out of the room, barah giggles after hiding
the doll's clothes. Deb comes back and says she's
hungry. Neither of them mentions the a oil.
Deb goes out again and orings back a mattress pad from
her bea
.
D: "uis a blanket to ary my bed."
S: "It's very pretty."
Sarah shows me the embroidery three little kittens and
some written message, barah begins to reaa it. Deb leans
over and accidentally knocks the doll house.
S: "Hey!" beeing that there is no damage, she shrugs off
her shrillness with an "Anyways, I'm going to vacuum."
bhe pretends to vacuum the small house, then goes
back to the pad which is spread in the middle of
the floor. Deb is sitting on top of the writing.
j: "You can't read, barah!
"
75They both laugh and roll on the floor.
3: "You think I'm a baby."
D: "Yes."
r
S: "Babies don't lay on the floor!" Some kind of rwlinp-
rumpus follows. b &fa D
D: "hi, baby."
S: "I not a baby." Fighting. Giggling. Sarah gets scratched
and yelps. "OK, Deb, now let me do it to you: hi, baby."
D: "I not a baby."
S: "Don't say that. Just go along with it."
D: "Ow." her thumb goes in her mouth.
S: "Go to sleep, baby. You're having an operation." Deb
flails around on the floor, "rabies don't kick.
Babies just stay still." They cuddle each other.
D: "hi, mom!"
S says to me, amazea: "I can feel Jeb ' s heart beating."
Deb squeels.
S: "IMow lie down ana go to sleep, mommy will go with you."
Jeb ' s toe hits a paper bag near the pad they are lying on.
S: "hey! Jon't go in the water (meaning the bare floor)!
Tnat's a shark." jeb sticks ner foot out further,
"hey! They ' s (jJeb's toes) going to be eaten by the
bad alligator."
Jeb retracts her foot and puts her thumb in her mouth.
"I want my supper." uarah offers her some yarn.
S: "Taste good?"
D: "Yean."
S: "Oh, go back to bed. <varm and cozy? keep your feet out
of the water." bhe covers Jeb. "we're floating away
to a cold place. Ooh, the food's floating away!" .jhe
rescues the yarn which had been sitting on the oare
floor, "i.ove your feet, honey. G-ood girl. There you
go now. Kay? You wanna go on a long journey?"
Jeb shakes ner head no. Sarah ignores it or disregards it.
Li: "OK. I'll get on the boat. I'll go pick up some 'food.
Is the boat floating away?"
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U: "Yeah." This response causes no action.
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S: "we're safe and sound. Mice andwarm? .anna olay withyour toys? If you want, you can suck the boy, notZue girl, want some supper? Here some onions." ohe
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neb doesn't say anything, She sucks on the boy doll.
'
D: "Hi mom. I love you." tnen "Pow. Pow." There is no
action with this, nor any direction.
S: "You 'rc only a baby. You're only zero. You can't shout,
want ae to give you a real live baby?" She gives
Deb her small bearie. "Here, you can play with tnis.
He's mine, he's real, want some food for him?"
D: "Yeah."
S: "He's/she's going to sleep here. Is it a he or a she?"
D: "She."
jJ (to me): "uis my bottle." She Holds up the boy doll.
3 (to me): "I let ner suck on it because it's old."
Sarah climbs onto her bed and rescues some tilings
wnich have fallen off the bedpad boat. Deb flaunts
her feet.
D: "My feet are sticking out."
S: "Ooh, I see what you mean." She giggles. "Honey,
that's very bad." I)eb nits ner with the boy doll.
S: "noney, clon't do that with the bottle." jJeb keeps
. hitting Her. "Hey, don't honey. Uo time for playing."
Jeb keeps sticking the ci.oll in baran's face. "Hey,
honey, pretend you stop, OK?" Heb says nothing,
keeps a straight face ana keeps nit ting her.
S: "Here's his mother, OK?" She gives .jeb anotner doll
and tnis seems to calm her. "^re you happy, noney?"
Deb makes sucKing, gurgling, happy sounds. Then she starts
whining, in seeming earnest.
S: "You didn't cry anymore, OK?" Jeb does not stop.
"Are you giggling?" It's hard to tell. Oeb does
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not. stop. Sarah starts reading a "cookbook" (a story,book, m truth) wnile ignoring Deb » s whines, but the
recipes prove "too hard." So, "No, mommy's not goingto read ballet now." b u
They giggle over Job's deliberately putting her head inthe water (i.e., out over the floor). Sarah spanks her.
S: "^ ou nave "to cry and then you don't do it anymore "
Deb's old whine is still there. "Are you happy 4?"
"iJonJjt cry." The wnine finally sto.B
. "OK, you' can
sit up."
ueb doesn't sit up. She goes back to sleep.
S: "Mommy's going to sleep.." She sleeps for an instant,
"honey, wake up. It's morning."
Sarah makes the bed, forcing Deb into the "water."
D: "But the shark's biting me...."
S: "That's OK. Only a minute." A slight smile, "hey,
honey, want to fill the boat with furniture?
isn't it nice?" It is invisible furniture.
D: "Yean."
S: "Ooh, I forgot. I haven't made the houseboat yet.
Ooh. Silly." She pulls the pad over to the wall
and, in the process, knocks over a clock. "Deb!"
D (quietly, justly): "I didn't do it."
S: "I hope it's all right." one backs off from her
accusation D "how let Mommy clean up your room."
Deb's room is under a very small table, "wow get
in your room, happy?"
D (looking very cramped): "I get out tiiis way?"
S: "No
,
stay there for a year!"
D: "OK."
'Want your suck-bottle?"
"I want to get out .
"
"The sharks!" This doesn't seem reason enough, so,
"mommy has to set the room up first." She aoes.
"Honey, you come out now." Deb comes out onto the
pad in the middle of the floor.
D (to me): "I want to eat now."
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happy?"
"Yean." Very soft.
S: "Where's my clock? Is that mine up there'?" She
answers her own question and t alces it down from
a shelf. She invites Deb into the living room
which is the pad on the floor.
S: "You can sit here crosslegged . " Something falls.
"What was that? Oh, I see. Don't answer that. It
was a dumb question."
Deb goes back into her room under the table. Sarah
pretends to sleep in hers. Sarah fetches a real
pillow and tells Deb not to turn out the light
because then Lillian can't write. Deb is making
another room, even tinier than the last.
S: "Urn. I'm eating an onion. Want one?"
D: ' "Jffo."
S: "here. You want rea or yellow or blue or green?"
She offers Deb the onion-yarn anyway.
D: "Yellow."
Sarah gives her a red string and says, "here. Pretend
this is yellow." This seems to mark the end of
pretense, for ijeb comes running to me, grabs my
leg and says, firmly, "Lillian, I want some
cereal." we go downstairs and eat real cereal.
7 (J
A weekend afternoon. A snail boy, Jason, somewhere
between Sarah's and Deb's ages, is visiting with his
parents who are friends of their parents, ne knows the
girls and has played with them before, but now he is
shy and sticks with the adults in the living room.
Eventually he is drawn off by the girls.
Sarah: "wanna play something?"
Jason postures, leaning to one side, screwing up hi
face. It is neither a yes nor a no.
o: "Big xatso and bump into each other?" ohe gets a
silent no and goes on to suggest a clown game.
"Deb, do your clown act. No? Me? OK." no one had
asked her, but she goes ahead and falls, ungrace-
fully, to the floor. "Who pushed me in the water?"
Do answer, though we are ail looking at her. "Isn 1
that a funny one?" no laughs, Sarah gets onto a
chair, jumps into the floor which is water, and
swims, giggling forcedly, hysterically . She tries
to pull Deborah "in" but gets only resistance and
a no
.
Deb: "Let's play under bridges!"
They all run upstairs to Deb's room. There, they
sit on the floor in front of a big wooden doll house.
J: "Should I put the dog in here?"
S: "Yeah. Oopsie. That's his bedroom, right?" She
puts the dog in a door under a staircase.
Sarah and Deb are both districted and climbing all
over me. I am sitting on the bed, Deb's bed, in this
very tiny room. Along with the bed, a diaper-changing
table, the doll house and scattered toys, we four
people are very crowded.
D: "I never going to bed."
S: "And never going to eat?"
Deb shakes her nead no.
S: "Then she'll die, won't she?" She says this looking
at me. I continue to write. I say nothing.
D: "here's some food. Want some pie?"
Though she says no, Sarah is given food (invisible
and small wooden blocks) and "eats" it. Deb wanders
out of the room. Jason remains to one side, quietly
rearranging things in the doll house.
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1 spanking it." oho does
spank it, then runs out of the room to try the
stuck cupboard again.
Sarah joins Jason at the doll house. They are fittingfurniture through a too-small window, oomehow, they are
using a small table as a window.
S: "Ooh, the window fell out. Let me try it to another,
OK? hey, can you see now? Ooh, sorry. This room..!
Hey, Jason, you forgot to look through the window!"
Ueb comes back again, holding an orange plastic bus. She
tells them, "Don' t play with that, rlay witn this,
i first."
Jason tells Sarah no's through and goes over to Deb's
bus. he pushes it. Clunk. Clunk. The headlights blink
and roll their eyes.
Sarah comes over to Deb, holding up a small doll's dress,
"wanna try on this dress, job?" Deb objects as barau
thrusts it at her ana begins to yull it over her
head
.
D: "ho! i got a stomach ache!" one crawls into her bed,
under trie covers.
1 accidentally knock over the pic wagon and spill its
blocks. Job thinks it's funny ana helps me to pick them
up. Sarah wanders around blindly, giggling, with the doll's
dress now over her own head. bhe gets into Deb's bed, pro-
voking a yell from Deb. barah gets out and pesters Jason.
Deb gets back in nor bed, thumb in mouth.
b: "Hey, I made a little dutch girl cap. wanna try it on?"
ho answer. Jason goes downstairs.
Ss "wanna play choo-choo train?"
D: "Yeah."
b: "Oh. wanna play 'little red wagon'?"
barah and Deb play a giggly game of pulling eaph other
around by the feet while lying on their backs. Ueb is not
really strong enough to pull oarah, so they switch and
barah pulls Deb by her feet over tne floor.
S: "Ky turn."
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i): mo, ray turn. You pull me." She says this insistently,
over and over, ana does not get up off her back, lio
,
Sarah does pull her until Job's pants come off. They
laugh ana laugh until they are called downstairs to
say goodbye to Jason's family.
AM. I am watching xjeb this morning. Sarah has gone off
to school. Deb is across tne street at her friend dinger's
house, where the two girls are riding tricycles in tne
large parking lot and driveway which is tne front yard.
They talk to me, much, though i say almost nothing,
(ringer's house is above tne double garage. I sit on the
steps leading up to it. They show me their bicycles and
explain them, ueb gives me a "iove-you." She comes over
to me with a bumped leg.
D: "It's bleeding." She points to her shin which is not
bleeding. I touch tne spot with a wet finger and
the "bleeding" stops.
Ginger brandishes a aetergent box. "It's empty, it's
empty." bhe takes it to a "closet" in the driveway, part
of a kind of wide-open, invisible playhouse at tne edge
of a puddle. Then she comes and sits by me. A car comes
slowly into the driveway.
D: "Who that?"
G: "That my daddy." Then she sees, as we ail do, that
it is a woman ariving. "That my granma, that mny
granma." The woman parks tne car a gooa distance
from us, gets out and goes into the house next
door, naving been described as her mother yesterday,
I cannot resist asking Ginger, "how come your
granma doesn't say hi to you?"
G: "She sick, she going to get her hair done, she tired."
Ginger says this quickly, all strung togetner, and
then quickly runs off back to her trike. The
_
"granma" disappears and is not mentioned again.
Deb again soeaks of her leg bleeding. She checks it.
bhe rides her trike,' around ana around tne driveway.
She comes to me ana says very seriously, "Ly leg broken.'
bhe affirms with a nod of her head. She checks tne leg
again. She sits down beside me: "I tired."
Ginger comes over with her trike. Deb tries it but she
cannot make it work. It is big and shiny and new.
ner leg
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D: "I want somebody do dis. I want somebody push me."
ohe says it over and over. It becomes a whine
.
G: "I not. I'm going over here and see my friends." There
are no friends in sight. Ginger heads off around tne
side 01 tne house, ueb keeps up her monotonous
request even after Ginger has disappeared. Finally
she says, "I want Ginger," and walks off in the
sane direction. Ginger reappears before Deb has
got out of sight.
D: "I want somebody push me."
G: %o, I don't want to. I hate you."
Deb does not stop whining. Ginger talks to me, asking
what I'm doing. I tell her I'm- writing a story about them
playing. She half says, half asks: "Oh, my mommy says I'm
coming to your house?"
Deb keeps chanting, bhe walks the trike around and it
squeaks
.
G: "Oh, is that my bike singing?"
Ginger and Deb get into a conversation about the singing
abilities of their respective trikes.
D: "I going someplace. Bye bye."
G: "Don't go around the house. My mother don't want you to
bhe points at a passing car. "Dat Janie ' s (her sister
granmotner .
"
D: "I going to play house." ohe goes over to a boat in a
mud puddle, bhe walks around, looking at it.
G: "I not pushing you."
D: "I don't need push." bhe bumps nerself. "Ouch. I going
to sit down. Dat ' s a bump." She goes back to the
trike. "Ouch." one comes to sit with me. I don't
say anytning. "Yeah, right here a scratch."
G: "A poo-poo."
They giggle.
D: "Yeah, a poo-poo." Deb goes back to tne trike.
G: "Deb, you come with me. I wanna show you something."
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D: "bee what I do. It's a train. Choo-choo." bhe isplaying with ner trike.
G-: "Deb, will you help me?"
D: "Yeah, Where's my spoon, Ginge?"
G: "oee. Me flatten dirt." She pours more dirt in thepudale and flattens it with a spoon.
D: "I gonna ride a bike."
linger is now putting mud in the box. Jeb cones over
towards me and keeps bumping my knees with ner bike.
I say "don't" and sne says, back off: "Dis a train,
dis a train."
Ginger puts a wooden box in the puddle. Deb runs over
to see then goes back to her trike. Ginger seems pre-
occupied, snakes her head, says, "I all through."'
Deb falls off her trike. fche says, "I hurt," but it
is minor.
Ginger comes over to me and inspects a dead worm
sitting next to me on the step. Jeb runs in circles
until she gets dizzy. .<e go inside to eat lunch.
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